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CHAPTER I

THE INTRODUCTION

During recent years, especial ly since the depression, the home
economics courses in all levels of the piblic schools have been under

close scrutiny, even being cancelled in some schools because they were

so-called “frill” courses and therefore too expensive.

This situation

has given home economics leaders added reason for carefully studying
their field of work in order that it may really fulfill its purpose in
bettering the lives of the youth of to-day, and that it may contribute
its share to the aims of general education.

School, to most people, has meant the accumulation of knowledge
in many fields of subject matter.

The degree of usefulness of some of

these subject matter courses has been questioned by many present day edu

cators, because they have not seemed to benefit a large percentage of the
youth who are at present being trained in the schools.

Purpose of This Study

For some time, the author has been pondering the values of the
course given in her school in relation to (1) present day theories, (2)

courses offered in other schools, (3) the children in the community in
which she works, (4) the carry-over in the homes, and (5) the extent to
which it contributes to better daily living for them as individuals.

The purpose of this study has been to find, from the children,
from the mothers, and from personal observations, the greatest needs and

2

interests of the children of the Horace Mann Training School in Salem,

Massachusetts, in order to reorganize and improve the present course of
study to more nearly fit the goals of home economics and general educa

tion.

Aims of General Education

A brief survey of the aims of general education will be helpful
to see the large goals toward which all branches are reaching:

Spafford

states that
Education, if it is to prepare the learner ade
quately to face life’s problems, must be directed
toward the orientation of the individual, the inte
gration of conflicting beliefs and behavior, and
the reconstruction of standards and values as
changing conditions call for it in all areas of
living, keeping in the foreground both the develop
ment of personality through individual interests
and the understanding and sharing of comnon pur
poses of the groups of which he is a part, to the
end that individual and group living may be in
creasingly improved and’ enriched.

To reach such an objective, subject matter in all fields will
be a means to an end, rather than an end in itself.

One author states

that
If the schools help boys and girls to do better
in all those wholesome activities in which they
normally engage, rather than use these activities
to motivate the Three R’s, then social service is
rendered the public.

1

2

Ival Spafford: "Fundamentals of Teaching Home Economics.” (New York:
John Wiley and Sons 1935) p. 17.
Junius L. Meriam: "Fublic Schools in Public Service.” Education
Administration and Supervision 21: 265-273 April 1^35.

8

This will necessitate keen study as to which phases of any given subject

will contribute to this broader aim of education in any given community,
and what methods of approach will mean most to the learner.

Letitia Walsh

writes that

The basic purpose of general education would be the
same at all levels, and for all fields of knowledge.
One statement of this purpose is to provide rich and
meaningful experiences in the basic aspects of living,
so directed as to promote the fullest possible reali
sation of personal potentialities and the most^effective participation in a democratic society.*'

As a result of training based on this newer conception of the

purpose of educ ation, individuals should show changed behavior patterns,
evidencing improvement in ability to meet "personal development and main
tenance needs, home and family living problems, civic and social responsibilities, recreational interests, and vocational demands. *

This newer view is shared by many outstanding leaders in the
field of education.

David Snedden graphically portrays the need of objec

tives other than the learning of the Three-R’s in the article "Educating

for the Seven Careers of Men of To-day" in which he lists seven careers
toward which each person needs to be trained.®

These he calls (1) the

economic-productive or vocational career, (2) the family-rearing career,

(3) the religious career, (4) the civistic or political-membership career,

(5) the health-conserving career, (6) the self-culturing career, and the

3

4
5

Letitia Walsh: "Home Economics in General Education at Elementary
and Secondary Levels." Journal of Home Economics 29: 531-536
October 1937.
Spafford, op. cit., p. 17.
David Snedden: "Educating for the Seven Careers of Men of To-day."
School and Society 43: 864-868 June 27, 1936.
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(7) pleasure questing career*

He states that

The purpose of our analysis of the activities
of men into the seven careers above provisionally
indicated is to argue that on same such basis
only can the objectives for the more efficient
school educations of the future be scientifically
determined* ®

Lucia McBride, of the Cleveland board of education, attacks

the old type training with this worthwhile paragraph:

What are we attempting to educate the young
people for, and with wham are we dealing? It
would seem to me that the fundamental aims of an
education should be not only to train young
people soundly and wisely for their probable
needs, but to create in them an enthusiasm for
a continuing education instead of the distaste
which too often exists toward any further ex
cursions in this field*?

Perhaps the following excerpts from "Education for What" will
be sufficient to summarize the general aims specified in the preceding

quotations and the similar aims found in so many discussions on the newer
objectives of general education:

Education should not only be training to
gain a livihood, but it should be a rich ex
perience in the art of living* True education
should be concerned with life itself; it should
be joyous, vibrant, and realistic*••• Educa
tion is fundamental* It is a process of learn
ing through doing, achieving, and living* Our

6
7

Snedden, op* cit*, pp* 865*
Lucia McBride: "Challenge to the Schools•" Junior Senior High School
Clearing House 10: 95-99 October 1935*

5

attention should not be devoted solely to the de
velopment of skills and techniques, but should
be given to the handling of life situations as
a "whole.89
10

Contribution of Home Economics to Aims of General Education

The fact that home economics has a rich contribution to make

to the field of general education seems self-evident.

Exactly how it

can best make that contribution is the problem continually facing the

leaders both of general education and of home economics education.

In

the more progressive elementary schools, home economics as expressed in

terms of better daily living in personal and family life, forms part of
the core on "which the curriculum is built, and as such is integrated in
the work from the kindergarten through the entire school system.

Spaf

ford says that it "makes its richest contribution only as it leads to

the forming of desirable ideals and standards in regard to personal liv
ing, home and family life."®

If functioning properly it should lead to

(1) improved behavior, and (2) development of abilities along specific

lines.

In the process of reaching these two large goals "appreciations,

understandings, attitudes, and knowledge" are acquired.These objec
tives are certainly a definite part of the aims of general education.
In a symposium on new ways of teaching home economics, the fol

lowing statement was given, expressing the purpose of modern education!

8
9
10

James E. Rogers: "Education for Vihat."
November 1938.
Spafford, op. cit., pp. 29-30.
Ibid., pp. 68.

School and Society

48 : 594
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and in one of the articles following it, the aim of home economics in the
Philadelphia schools*

These two statements show rather well, the re la-

tion between general education and home economics education:

(1) Modern education demands that the experience
which pupils have under the guidance of the
school shall mean something to them in con
nection with the issues they meet in daily
living*
(2) The expressed aim of home economics in the
Philadelphia schools*..is to develop intel
ligent interest, and an abiding respect for
home life as a paramount factor in personal
happiness *H

Perhaps a list of the objectives of home economics as given by

the Horace Mann School at Columbia University will serve to show specific
ally how home economics makes its contribution to general education in one

sohool system:

1* To help the child appreciate the problems of
home living as they appear in the school situ
ation*
2* To see and understand the part the home plays
in man’s life*
3* To foster good health habits, and help the child
appreciate same of the health practices suggest
ed to him whether at home or at school*
4* To offer experiences whereby the child may iden
tify himself more closely with the phase of life
he is studying*
5* To enable the child to develop special interests
which lead to personal satisfactions, release
tensions and possibly give glimpses of future
vocations.12

11
12

“New Ways of Teaching Home Economics*” A Symposium
Home Economics 30: 310-313 May 1938*
Ibid*, pp* 326*

Journal of

7

How these newer objectives in home economics shall be met in

various schools is constantly a problem for administrators, supervisors,
classroom teachers, and for the home, the community, and the child*

Franoes Zuill states that

One important way to widen our sphere of ser
vice is to make home economics available to all
who can profit by it, whether in new or old pat
terns* The present statistical figures show that
the scope of home economics must be enlarged, to
begin in the elementary school, and to extend
through college if it is to become a part of
young people’s equipment for living* ...In prac
tically every report on goals in general educa
tion, home economics and family life are singled
out as basic areas of human experience for which
young people should be prepared.^

Reaching desired objectives is not done over night, but by grad

ual improvements, constant research, evaluations to select the worthwhile
from the useless, and a continual effort to find what will be the best

method of attempting to reach these major goals of better living*

Related Studies

A need for making home economics function more effectively with
changing standards of living has resulted in several studies similar in
nature to the one described here.

The chief reason for the use of this

method is that the knowledge of the activities in which girls are partici

13

Franoes Zuill: "Facing a New Era in Home Economics* n
Home Economics 30: 526-531 October 1938*

Journal of

8

pating, and understanding of what their needs and interests are, and the

needs felt by mothers, must at least help form the core of the course of
study in homemaking, if that course is going to attain in any degree the

objectives of homemaking and general education*

Welch and Lingenfelter, in "Studies of the Heme Economics Curri
culum” tell briefly of twenty-one studies of home life*

Nine of these

studies used the method of a questionnaire, and lists checked by children*

In five, analyses were made of various pupil activities*

Four studies

gained their information from the teachers of the children studied*

Two

made summaries of present-day practices, and one study was an analysis of
statistics and documents *14

The purpose of all of these studies was to

obtain objectives for the home economics curriculum*
At the Oakland Central Trade School a detailed questionnaire was

given to the girls for the purpose of revising the General Continuation

Homemaking Program at that school, because the students, staff, and admin
istrative officers all agreed that the existing courses were not what they
wished them to be*This questionnaire was rather long and detailed, and

was given by a stranger to the girls*
of individuals was not wanted.

14

15

No names were signed, as identity

The questions were grouped under the fol-

L* M* Welch and Lingenfelter: "Studies of the Home Economics Curri
culum*” (An Annotated Bibliography) Bureau of Education Re
search, Ohio State University, 1930*
Rua Van Horn: "Revising the General Continuation Homemaking Program
at the Central Trade School in Oakland*" (Pacific Region - Re
ported June 5, 1934) - from "Supplement to the 16th Annual Re
gional Conference Reports of the Northern Atlantic, Southern,
Central, and Pacific Regions*" Home Economics Education, 1934,
Curriculum Construction*
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lowing headings:

"Home Conditions," "Health of Family,"health Practices

of Girls," "Activities and Responsibilities of Girls," "Source of Money,"
and "Interests*"

The ten most significant and outstanding facts resulting

from an analysis of the findings of these questionnaires, were used as the

basis of the reorganization of the program*
In 1930 the State of Idaho reported the revision of its Homemaking

Curriculum as a result of questionnaires sent to one hundred girls in each
of the six grades (seven to twelve), and of a similar questionnaire sent to

two hundred fifty homemakers*^®

In this study the questions were grouped

under the following six major topics:

(1) Duties of girls at home, (2)

Foods being prepared in the home, (3) Clothing being made in the home, and

that purchased ready-made, (4) Use of labor-saving equipment in the home,
(5) Use of business methods in home finance, and (6) Recreational Activities
of the family*
Colorado reported one study entitled "A Study of Homemaking Ex

periences of Girls Entering Vocational Classes in Small High Schools in Col
orado," but the nature of the details of the questionnaire was not given.

Two studies were made in Montana with the purpose of gaining better
iindarstandi ng of -fche homes of the girls*^®

One of these was a summary of

thirty-two replies by mothers of home economics students*

asked included topics about Clothing, Laundry, and Food*

The questions
The latter empha

sized what the mother served at meals, what she canned, and the amount of
milk and other essential foods used in the homes*

16
17
18

Van Horn:
Ibid*
TEH*

op* sit*

The second questionnaire

10

was to obtain a summary of conditions in four different types of communi

ties in the state*

In 1931, in Wyoming a state-wide survey was made for the purpose

of giving the new State Supervisor a better understanding of conditions
with which she was dealing, and to afford tangible information to be used

as a basis for revision of the state course of study*!®

This study was

made with a carefully selected group of Ninth Grade girls*

The reason for

choosing this particular group was not given and the type of questions asked

was not included in this report*

In order to revise the first year course of study in Tennessee,
studies were made of the activities of eight hundred girls, by means of
diaries kept for the week and week-end*^
prepared for checking the various items*

From, these, an activity list was

The mothers were asked to check

these activity sheets, to indicate in which of the items listed they wished

their daughters to became proficient*

The girls of the Vocational Schools

were asked, by an informal letter sent to each, to state those things in the

home that made them happy or unhappy*

Opinions were also asked of high

school principals and teachers regarding the activities of these pupils*
The units of the course of study, made up as a result of this extensive
survey, were based on activities that were checked by one-half or more of

the girls*
An investigation under the direction of Professor Anna Cooley,

and with the advice of Annie R* Dyer, relative to the interests of high

19
20

Van Hora:
Ibid.

op* sit*

11

school girls in home activities, -was conducted to include three approaches
to the matter&

First, general types of interests were studied, as revealed

by writings of psychologists, club leaders, and advisors*

Second, reports

were made by the pupils themselves indicating their likes or preferences,

and the reasons for them*

Third, observations were made by teachers, of

pupils* interests as expressed in the class room and in social activities*

The purpose of this study, also, was to get a correct basis for formulating
courses in home economics*

The grades included in the questionnaire were

ten, eleven, and twelve, and the total number of girls answering were sixty*

six*

The study was approached from these angles - (1) the girl

and her

own affairs, (2) her consideration of, and relation with others, and (3)
her doings and activities*

Findings indicated that activities involving

some managerial responsibilities, those that develop a sense of partner*
ship with the mother and teacher, and those that challenge the abilities of

the girls, were the phases of home economics that would have speoial hope
of success with high school pupils*

The study also confirms the opinion that the
adolescent girl longs for recognition, desires to
take responsibility, wishes to organize her world
efficiently, is anxious to improve social conditions,
and looks forward to a definite career which may in
clude a heme of her own.^2

The foregoing studies, of similar nature to the one done here
by the author, vary in the number of cases studied, and in the detail of

21 Mary Beemans ”A Brief Study of the Interests of High School Girls in
Home Activities•” Journal of Home Economics, 21: 900-904,
December, 1929*
22 Ibid*

12

method, but are similar in one objective, namely, that of making home
economics courses offer a real contribution to the lives of those to wham
they are given*

For, as one author has stated,

"•••though few cases are included in some studies,
especially if a large number of factors are considered
in it, other similar studies will be made, and finally
a larger number of oases will be totalled than one re
search worker could ably inolude in a single study,^3

23

Hester Chadderdon: "Research Round Table on Home Economics Education, ”
Journal of Home Economics, 20: 553-554, October, 1937,

13

CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The method used for this study has been use of (1) offloe rec

ords, (2) check lists done at school by the children, (3) papers written

as class exercises, (4) a limited number of diaries, and (5) a question
naire and check list filled out by the mothers*

The Questionnaire and Check List

There were sixty-six questionnaires and check lists sent to
mothers*

This number included the mother of each girl now in the Horace

Mann Training School, between grades five and eight, inclusive.

These

lists were sent by mail or taken in person to the mothers, and all were

personally collected by the author*

This afforded an opportunity to meet

the mothers, to see where the child lived, and was the only known means
of getting all the answers returned*

A sample letter and questionnaire

can be found at the end of this chapter*

It is composed of (1) an ex

planatory letter to the mother, (2) a three-page questionnaire, and a

check list of topics of possible value as courses, or parts of courses to
be given to the children*

The questionnaire was divided into five main groupings, includ
ing (I) Clothing, (II) Helping at Home, (III) Foods, (IV) Personal Ap

pearance, etc*, and (V) Health and Family Relationships*

tionnaires were used for all grades*

The same ques

This meant that questions 6 and 7

under Helping at Home, questions 2, 3, and 12 under Foods, and question

14

4 under Personal Appearance would not be considered in the answers given

by parents of fifth and sixth grade girls*

The check list included eight topics, all of which have been

offered in various school courses within the eighth grade level.

The

mothers were asked to check those subjects which they believed would be

helpful to their daughters in their daily living, now*

The topics in

cluded here were (i) Using their time to better advantage, (II) More about
personal cleanliness, (III) Helping in the home, (IV) Care of clothing,

(V) Selection of clothing, (VI) Foods, (VII) Care of children, and (VIII)
Social customs*

An opportunity was given to offer suggestions not included

in the list*

Office Records

The information gained from office records included (1) address,
(2) father’s occupation and (3) birthplace of father.

By studying the home

locations, and by judging relative incomes from various occupations, each

class was divided into a low, medium and upper economic group.

This group

ing was useful when analyzing the results of the questionnaire, and some

times explained unexpected answers to questions*

School Check Li&ts

School check lists were of two types.
found at the end of this chapter.

Copies of these will be

One check list was given to find the inr

terests and leisure time activities and habits of the children in Grades

VI, VII, and VIII*

Specifically, this list included outdoor activities.

16

indoor activities, interest in Nature, hobbies, field trips (travel), music,
movies, entertainments, clubs, and holiday celebrations*

The author felt

that a knowledge of where keenest interests were felt would not only help
somewhat in preparing content of courses, but might suggest satisfactory
methods of motivation*

The questions on field trips, music, entertainment,

clubs, and holidays were given only to Grades VII and VIII*

These were

omitted in Grade VI because questions in these fields had been found dif
ficult, in several instances, in the two upper grade levels, largely it

seemed, because their experiences in them were too limited to afford much

expression of opinions*
A second list was in the form of a series of six questions on

child care*

This list was answered by girls of grades VI, VII, and VIII,

and was given chiefly as a result of previous readings which indicated
that to children at this level this was a practical problem*

Class Exercise

The only information contributed by the fifth grade children them
selves, was in the form of a paper written under the supervision of the class
room teacher, on the subject "What I do to help at home*"
On these papers they were asked to include (a) what I do everyday,
(b) what I do on Saturday and Sunday (if different), (o) which things I

like to do, (d) which things I don't like to do, and (e) anything I do to
earn money*

The chief purpose of these papers was to find (1) to what ex

tent children of this age level are sharing in the responsibilities of the
home, and (2) which items are enjoyed, and which not enjoyed*

This method

16

of obtaining the desired information was ohosen for this grade because they
seemed too young to keep diaries*

Diaries

Diaries were limited in number, but made a worthwhile contribution*
The eighth grade wrote, on a Monday, their diary of the preceding week-end*

and were asked to include (a) Time I went to bed, (b) What I did morning,
afternoon, and evening of each day, (c) How much I helped at home, (d)

What I did to help, (e) What I did that I liked, (f) What I did that I
didn’t like, (g) What I did in my spare time, (h) My hobby (if time allow

ed.)

Eleven seventh grade girls kept two-day diaries at home.

They

included the above items and also (a) what time they got up, and (b) what

they had for breakfast*
Eleven volunteers from Grade VI kept diaries for ten days, in
cluding the same topics as Grade VII.

Because it is not possible, under the present school curriculum*
to offer home economics to boys in that school except as a very brief

Food Study in seventh grade science, the research studies have been done

with girls only*

CHECK LIST OF ACTIVITIES

(Answered in class by grades indicated beside each topic)

I.

Outdoor (VI, VII, VIII)

Do you ever do any of the followings
(Answer Yes or No)

1.

Skiing

2.

Skating

3*

Sliding

4.

Tobogganing

5*

Snow shoeing

6*

Snow men or Snow forts

7.

Hiking

8.

Camping over night

9.

Cocking out-of-doors

10*

Bicycling

11*

Swimming

12 •

Picnicking

13•

Rollerskating

14.

Gardening

15*

Horseback Riding

16.

Golf

17.

Tennis

18.

Baseball

19.

Badminton

20.

Canoeing

21.

Rowing

22.

Archery

23.

Darts

24.

Practice Shooting

25.

Sailing

II. Nature (VI, VII, VIII) Which of these, if any, really interest
you? (Answer Yes or No)
1.

Birds

2.

Trees

3.

Flowers

4.

Animals

5.

Seashells

6.

Stones

7.

Other?

III. Indoor (VI, VII, VIII)
(Answer Yes or No)
1.

Weaving

2.

Clay Modeling

3.

Soap Carving

4.

Jigsaw Pussies

5.

Guessing Games

6.

Table Games

(a) Pingpong
(b) Chess
(c) Checkers

(d) Flinch
(e) Dominoes
(f) Authors
(g) Anagrams

(h) Monopoly

Do you ever do any of the following?

(i) Chinese Checkers
(j) Name one other
7•

Card Games

(a) Bridge
(b) Hearts
(c) Whist
(d) Pinochle

(e) Solitaire
(f) Rummy

IV.

8*

Trains

9.

Autos

10.

Erector Sets

11 •

Airplanes

12•

Reading

13.

Knitting

14*

Crocheting

15.

Tatting

16.

Sewing

17.

Embroidery

18•

Cocking

19.

Languages

Other Hobbies (VI, VII, VIII)

1.

Pets

2.

Raising Chickens (or other animals)

3.

Chemistry Sets

4.

Collections (name it)

5.

Scrapbook (of what?)

6.

Drawing

7•

Painting

8•

Photography

9.

Stamps

10*

Dancing

(a) Tap
(b) Ballroom

(c) Toe or Ballett
11*

Magic or Slight of Hand

12.

Woodworking

13.

Printing

V. Field Trips (Travel) (VII, VIII)

1* Do you go often?

occasionally?

never?

2. Where?
3. What is the longest distance you ever went from home?

VI. Music (VII, VIII)
1* Do you play a musical instrument?

What?

2. Do you take voice lessons?
3. Do you listen to or go to the Opera?
4* Do you listen to or like Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas?

5. Name five songs that you like best*
(a)

0>)

(o)
(d)
(«)

6.

Name five pieces of music that you enjoy most*
(a)

(b)
(»)
(d)
(•)

VII.

Entertainment (VII, VIII)

1* Do you ever give parties?
2. Do you ever invite friends to visit you?
(Yes, if I want to)
(Never)

3* If so, is it for
(a) Afternoon
(b) Evening

(c) Overnight
(d) For Meals
4« What do you do to entertain your friends?

5. Do you invite just Girls?
Boys?

Both?

VIII*

Movies (VI, VII, VIII)
1« How often do you go?

2» What kind of movies do you like best?
numbers: 1, 2, 5)
(a) Murder Mysteries
(b) Wild West

(Check first three with

(e) Love
(d) Family Life

(e) Book Stories
(f) Historical

(g) Geographical
(h) Newsreels
(i) Scientific

(j) Industrial
(k) Musical
(l) Adventure
(a) Comedy
(n) Sports

IX.

What Organizations do You Belong to?

(Such as)

(VII, VIII)

1. YMCA
2. YWCA

3. YMHA
4. Boy Scouts

5. Girl Scouts
6. Camp Fire Girls

7. Church Groups (give name)
8. Other?

Do you attend any supervised playground regularly in the
summer?

X.

Special Holidays

(VII, VIII)

1. Which of these holidays do you and your family celebrate?
(Check Yob or No. How?)

(a) New Year’s

(b) Valenti ns’s Day

(e) Washington’s Birthday
(d) Saint Patrick’s Day
(e) Good Friday
(f) Easter
(g) Patriots* Day

(h) Memorial Day
(i) Mothers’ Day
(j) Fathers’ Day

(k) July 4
(l) Columbus Day
(m) Labor Day

(n) Armistice Day
(o) Thanksgiving
(p) Hallowe’en
(q) Christmas
(r) Family Birthdays

(s) April Fool’s Day
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On "which five do you have the most fun?

CHILD CARE

(Answered in class by girls in Grades VI, VII and VIII)

I*

Do you have any younger brothers and sisters?

(if so, what are their ages?)

II*

Are there any other younger children living at your house?

(Being boarded, relatives, etc.?)

Ill*

IV*

V*

Do you take care of children?

If so, how often?

A.

Every afternoon?

B.

Every evening?

C•

Every weekend?

D*

Or

?

How mu oh are you responsible for the care of these children?
Do you

A*

Cook their meals?

B*

Feed them?

C*

Put them to bed?

D*

Take them out doors?

E*

Play with them?

F.

Care for their clothes?

G*

Give them baths?

Dear Mrs. _____________________ ,
As a mother, you are
from school, those things that
to herself and others. As her
those needs in so far as it is

of course anxious for your daughter to gain
will help her live most happily and usefully
teacher, I am equally interested to meet
possible in the time given to my courses.

This summer I am making a study of the activities, needs, and in
terests of the children in my classes in the Training School. As a result
of this study I hope to adjust my course of study in foods and clothing to
better fit those needs and interests.
The children have already answered many questions for me at school,
but there are many more to which only you know the answers • Can you take the
time to fill out the questions enclosed here, to-day? I shall try to call for
them before the end of the week.
Please be very honest in your answers, for I can only help the
children of the Training School if I know where they need help most. These
answers will be seen only by me, and will be used only to help make the class
work more helpful to the children who are there now, and to those who will be
there later.
If your daughter was graduated this June, will you fill it out just
as carefully, for she has had the entire course, from Grades V to VIII, and
so you will know, even better, perhaps, than other mothers, what changes might
be helpful.
Although I realize that you are very busy I feel confident that you
and every other mother will be willing to take the time to do this, in order
to help make your daughter’s school work as useful as possible. It will also
be a very great help to my work, too, and I thank you heartily for your co
operation. I hope I shall be able to let you know the results of this study
in the fall.

Sincerely yours,

Teacher of Homemaking and General Science
Horace Mann Training School
Salem, Massachusetts

CLOTHING

1. Does she buy any of her own clothes
alone?

PLEASE UNDERLINE CORRECT ANSWER

Yes

No

3. Does she go with you to get them?

Yes

No

Sometimes

4. If so, how much does she influence the
selection?

None

Some

Entirely

5. If you make her dresses, does she help
select pattern and doth?

Yes

No

Sometimes

6. Does she use the sewing machine at home?

Yes

No

7* If so, can she thread it herself?

Yes

No

8. Can she wind the bobbin?

Yes

No

9. Can she do these because she learned at
school?

Yes

No

10. Has she ever made an article of clothing
at home, using a pattern?

Yes

No

11* If so, how much of it could she do by
herself?
(a) Cut
(b) Put pieces together
(c) Fit
(d) Sew it
(e) Use direction sheet in pattern

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

12, Does she mend her own stockings?

Yes

No

Sometimes

13o Does she sew on buttons?

Yes

No

Sometimes

14. Does she help with the family washing?

Yes

No

Sometimes

15. Does she help with the ironing?

Yes

No

Sometimes

Yes

No

2. If so, what does she buy alone (Please
underline) (Dresses, Shoes, Stockings*
Pajamas, Underwear, Hats, Out-door
garments•)
.

HELPING AT HOME

1. Does she have definite duties to do every
day?
2. Does she make her own bed?

Every Day

Occasionally

Never

PLEASE UNDERLINE CORRECT ANSWER

3, Does ^h^ take care of her own room?
Sweep
(b) Dust
(c) Keep in order
(d) Hang up clothes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

4* Does she help with the care of any of the
rest of the house?

Yes

No

5. If so, what kind of work is it?
(a) Washing the floors
(b) Cleaning the bathroom
(c) Sweeping (or Using Vacuum)
(d) Dusting
(e) Making beds (How many?)
(f) Doing dishes
(g) Helping get meals
(h) Setting the table

Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never

Once a week
Once a week
Onoe a week
Once a week
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

6* Does any work that she does at home show
improvement due to work in Grade VII or
VIII?

Yes

No

7. If so, what?

Occasionally
Daily
Daily
Daily
Occasionally
Occasionally
Occasionally
Occasionally

(Please write here) ______________________________________________

FOODS
1. Does she try to learn to eat foods that
she doesn’t like?
2. Is there any evidence that she has changed
in this respect since she studied foods
at school?

Yes

Some change

No

No change

3* Does she try to use, at home, the things
she learns at school about table manners?

Yes

No

4. Does she want to oook at home?

Yes

No

5. Is she allowed to cook at home?

Yes

No

6. If not, what is the reason?
(a) Too slow
(b) Untidy in work
(o) Wasteful
(d) Unwilling to clean up
(e) Leaves dishes only half done

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

7. Does she ever have the chance to get an en
tire meal by herself?

Yes

No

Great

Sometimes

Often

8* Does she ■want to do it?

Yes

9. If she does it, what are her greatest diffi
culties?
Please name three:
1.
2.

No

3.

10* Does she ever plan the meal herself.

Yes

No

11. If so, does she buy the groceries?

Yes

No

12. Is she more careful to eat the foods best
for her since she studied them at school?

Yes

No

13. Does she drink tea or coffee?

Never

Sometimes

14. Does she ever try to get younger members
of the family to eat better?

Yes

No

15. Is she a ’’fussy” eater?

Yes

No

16. Does she have a good appetite?*

Yes

No

17. Does she eat between meals?

Never

Every <

Usually

Always

Sometimes

No
No
No
No

Not done
Not done

PERSONAL APPEARANCE, ETC.
1. Does she
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

take care of her own hair?
Comb it
Brush it
Curl or wave it
Shampoo it

2. How often does she brush her teeth?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Once/day

Twice/day

Or?

3. Is she anxious to have her clothes look
clean and well-pressed for school?

Yes

No

Indifferent

4. Does she wash and iron her ”foods” apron
herself?

Yes

No

Sometimes

5. Does she polish her own shoes?

Yes

No

Sometimes

6. Does she wash her socks or stockings each
night?

Yes

No

Sometimes

7. How often does she take a bath?

Daily

Twice/wk.

8. Does she wash her hands before meals without
being reminded?

Yes

No

9. Is she careful to keep her fingernails clean?

Yes

No

Once/ wk.

Sometimes

HEALTH AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
School Year

Summer
1. At what time does she go to bed?

2. At what time does she get up?
3. During the school year, does she eat breakfast?

Yes

No

4. Has she had more than three colds within the
last school year?

Yes

No

5. Is she frequently out of school because of
illness?
*

Yes

No

6. How would you rate her disposition?
(a) Very good-natured:
(b) Fairly good-natured:

(o) Irritable:

7. Does she get along well with the other members
of the family?

Yes

No

8. Does she have many friends of her own age?

Yes

No

9. Does she take her share of the responsibility
for the care of the home willingly?

Yes

No

Yes

No

10. Is she thoughtful of other people?

Usually

Usually

Usually
Only Occasionally

Below is a list of subjects that are sometimes taught in the sixth,
seventh, and eighth grades or in Junior High. Will you please check those sub
jects that you think would be helpful to your daughter in her daily living, now?
1•
II.

[II.
IV.

V.

No

USING HER time to better advantage

Yes

MORE ABOUT PERSONAL CLEANLINESS
(bathing, shampoos, teeth, nails, etc.)

Yes

No

HELPING IN THE HOME.

Yes

No

CARE OF
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

CLOTHING
Pressing
Mending
Washing and Ironing
Starching
More actual sewing

SELECTION OF CLOTHING
1. CioEkes suitable to different types
2. Choice of colors
3. Study of kinds of cloth and uses
4. What to'look for when buying ready
made clothes
5. How to plan wardrobe

VI.

FOODS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

CARE OF
1.
2.
3.
4.

What foods to eat in a day
Buying Foods
More actual cooking
Serving - with a waitress
Serving - without a waitress
More about table manners
CHILDREN
Games suitable for various ages
Stories for different ages
Seleetion of children’s clothes
Study of how to understand the behavior
of little children

SOCIAL CUSTOMS
1. How to meet and introduce people
2. How to plan a party for friends
3. How to give a formal tea
4. Manners in publie places
5. Manners at home
HAVE YOU ANY SUGGESTIONS NOT ON THIS LIST?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA

Findings from Questionnaire and Check List

For the benefit of people interested in particular phases of
the study, and for values derived from comparisons* the findings from

the four grades* regarding each phase in the questionnaire, are recorded
in a unit, beginning each time with the fifth grade.

The tabulated re

sults of each section are given at the close of each discussion.

On all

sections of the questionnaire* due to the small total number of pupils
studied* only responses including 25 per cent or more of those answering

were considered sufficiently significant to be worthy of note.

The cam-

plete questionnaire* given at the end of Chapter II* shows all items

about which information was requested*

Clothing.

The most outstanding findings in Grade V regarding clothing are

that many (57 per cent) of the girls always go with their mothers to buy

clothes* and the others (43 per cent) sometimes go.

A small percentage

decide entirely what the final selection will be, and all the others (78

per cent) influence the selection "same.”

Although a few buy articles

of clothing alone* the percentages would indicate that these children are
still largely guided in that respect by older people.

The items which they

are given most freedom to get alone are shoes and stockings.

Nearly half

of the group (49 per cent) have some say about the selection of cloth and

pattern, if clothes are made at home.

A large number (71 per cent) use

the sewing machine at home* and in many cases (64 per cent) they are able

to do so because they have learned it at school.

Many children (64 per
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cent) in this group can thread the upper part of the machine, but only 42

per cent can thread the bobbin*

No work is done at home with the commer

cial patterns, and only a small number (28 per cent) mend their own stock

ings.

A fairly large part of the group (43 per cent) sometimes sew on

buttons.

The number of children who help with the family washing in Grade

V is insignificant, but 43 per cent definitely do help with the ironing,

while an additional 36 per cent sometimes help with it.

This percentage,

which is higher than that found in either Grades VI or VII may be partly

accounted for by the fact that a larger majority of this group happens to
came from a lower income range than do the children of Grades VI and VII.
In Grade VI, the number of people who always go with their mothers
to get clothes is less (25 per cent), though the other 75 per cent sometimes

go.

However, an appreciable number from this group (44 per cent) buy their

stockings alone, and 38 per cent even purchase their own shoes.

The number

of pupils using the sewing machine is greater in this group (81 per cent).
*
Of this number 69 per cent state that that ability is due to school trainr

ing.

The percentage able to thread the upper part of the machine is 69,

and 63 per cent can thread the bobbin.

A slightly larger group (31 per

cent) than in Grade V sometimes sew on buttons.

The proportion of Grade

VT pupils who always help wiih the ironing is 44 per cent, while 19 per

cent help sometimes.

In Grade VII, a fairly large number (63 per oent) of the pupils
buy some of their own clothes, 79 per cent sometimes go with their mothers

to buy clothes, while the others always do.

The percentage of pupils buy

ing their clothes alone is higher here than in Grade VIII, a situation which
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might be partly accounted for by the fact that this group has more eco

nomic freedom than the other group*

In Grade VII, 43 per cent are in the

higher income level* as compared to only 12 per cent of Grade VTII in
that group*
Half of the seventh grade group has entire influence in the se
lection of clothes when shopping with mother, and half exerted some inr
I

fluence*

The articles of clothing most frequently purchased alone by

this group are stockings (64 per cent)* and underwear (28 per cent)*

A

smaller percentage than in either Grades V or VI use the sewing machine
at home*

The author feels that this is perhaps influenced by the known

fact that 36 per cent of the mothers of this group do not sew at all themr

selves*

More than half (64 per cent) of this grade learned to use their

machine at school* and 71 per cent are able to thread both the upper part
and the bobbin alone*

Only 36 per oent of this group has made an article

at home, using a commercial pattern*

All of this number are able to put

the pieces together* and to sew itj but the mothers state that none are
able to fit the pattern* and only a very few (21 per cent) are able to

use the direction sheet enclosed in the commercial pattern*
mending of stockings is done by 43 per oent of this group*

Occasional

Button sewing

is always done by 28 per cent and 57 per cent sometimes sew them on*

This

group helps very little with the family washing* but 36 per cent always

help with the ironing, and an additional 28 per cent sometimes help*

The

percentage of Grade VIII girls who purchase some of their own clothes
is 57*

Although this is smaller than in Grade VII* the scope of articles

purchased is a little broader* and includes stockings (48 per cent)* under-
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wear (30 per cent), shoes and pajamas (26 per cent)*

A total of 48 per

cent of the girls in this grade always accompany their mother when clothes
are being bought for them and 52 per cent sometimes go*

If clothes are

made at home* 52 per cent help select the pattern and cloth*

A total of 96 per cent of this group use the sewing machine at
home*

All can thread the upper part, but only 91 per cent can thread the

bobbin.

As many as 87 per cent of this group know how to use the machine

because they hare learned at school*
Commercial patterns hare been used at home by 39 per cent of

this class*

All of these can cut out the pattern, and 48 per cent of them

can put the pieces together and sew them, without help*

Personal inter

views with the mothers reveal that several girls do this part of the work
after the mother has done the fitting and cutting, because this is where

the girls are found most helpful and quickest in the home clothing problem*
However, 35 per cent are able to use the direction sheet, and a very few

(17 per cent) can fit the patterns*
done by 39 per cent*

Mending their own stockings is always

Buttons are always sewed on by 74 per cent*

In

•this group 26 per cent always help with the family washing, while an ad
ditional 25 per cent sometimes help*

Help with the ironing is always given

by 48 per cent and 35 per cent sometimes help*

Helping at home*

An analysis of what the fifth grade girl does to help at

home reveals that her chief concern is to care for her own room*

A total

of 43 per cent of the fifth grade that was studied, sweep their room, 57

per oent keep it in order, and 78 per cent both dust it and hang up their
clothes*

About three-fourths of the group (78 per cent) help some with
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TABLE I

CLOTHING

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked by mothers.

VII
VIII
V
VI
Grade
16
14
23
14
Total Number of Girls
1. Buys some of her own clothes alone.
'' 55"" 63 -•-57--“
2. Articles purchased alone.
26
38
Shoes
64
48
44
Stockings
26
Pajamas
30
28
Underwear
3. Goes with mother to get clothes.
48
57
25
a. Yes
75
79
52
43
b. Sometimes
4. Extent to which she influences selection.
50
74
75
78
a. Some
50
25
b. Entirely
5. Helps select pattern and cloth for
dress made at home.
28
52
a. Yes
28
25
28
b. Sometimes
57
96
71
81
6. Uses sewing machine at home.
96
69
71
64
7. Able to thread machine alone.
91
71
43
63
8. Able to thread bobbin.
69
87
64
64
9. This ability due to school learning.
10. Has made an article of clothing at
36
39
home using a pattern.
11. If so, was able to
39
36
a. Cut it
36
48
b. Put dress together
48
36
o. Sew it
35
d. Use direction sheet in pattern
12. Mends own stockings.
39
a. Yes
28
31
43
b. Sometimes
13. Sews on buttons.
74
a. Yes
50
57
43
b. Sometimes
14. Helps with family washing.
26
a. Yes
26
b. Sometimes
15. Helps with family ironing.
36
48
44
43
a. Yes
28
35
36
b. Sometimes
Note: Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each grade.
any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked by less than
25 per oent were omitted as too insignificant to influence findings.
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the care of the rest of the house.

This help consists of doing dishes

daily (57 per cent), setting the table daily (43 per cent), occasionally
(36 per cent), dusting once a -week (27 per cent), making beds occasionally

(50 per cent), and helping get meals occasionally (36 per cent)*
A comparison of these findings with those obtained from a set of

class exercises done by the same group, shows that the children rate dishes
(78 per cent), beds (57 per cent), and running errands (28 per cent) as

their outstanding means of helping*

Running errands is not on the check

list given to the mothers*

There are several likes and dislikes mentioned by the children
on their papers, but the only one occurring often enough to be significant

is a dislike of doing dishes, as voiced by 43 per cent of the group*

The

only noticeable change of daily duties on week-ends is that more help is

given with the table setting, care of the house, and help with younger
brothers and sisters*

It is, as would be expected, more a change in amount

of help, rather than in type*
Responses from Grade VI girls show that they take less care of
their rooms than do the fifth grade girls, and only 56 per cent have defi

nite daily duties as compared to 71 per cent in the fifth grade*

This is

not surprising, for Grade VI has a larger percentage of well-to-do children

than does the lower grade.

However, an appreciable number of sixth graders

begin to help with the care of the rest of the house*

This help consists

of sweeping once a week (25 per cent), weekly dusting (44 per cent), making

beds daily (25 per cent), and occasionally (44 per cent).

All have either

a daily (50 per cent) or occasional (50 per cent) share in doing the
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dishes.

Help with meals is given occasionally by 38 per cent.

Table set

ting shows less people doing it as a daily habit (25 per cent) than are
the girls in Grade V, but many more doing it occasionally (63 per cent).
The percentage (86) of seventh grade girls having definite daily
duties would indicate to the author, that by this age the parents really

expect them to assume definite responsibilities because they are old
enough to do so.

Certainly in the group studied it is not lack of money,

for almost half this group come from the upper income level.

This group

shows the highest percentage of all the groups in regard to keeping their

own rooms in order (86 per cent), and hanging up clothes (86 per cent).
Many (43 per cent) of this group sweep their rooms, and 64 per cent dust

them.

More activity is centered around helping with the food in. this class

than in previous groups:

64 per oent help get meals occasionally, and 21

per cent daily; 57 per oent set the table daily and 43 per oent occasionally;
64 per oent do dishes daily, and 36 per oent occasionally, and a larger
percentage (43) than in other groups make beds daily, while 43 per cent

more do so occasionally, 36 per cent help with the weekly sweeping and
dusting, and an additional 36 per cent dust daily.

Of this group, 21 per

cent clean the bathroom each week, and a very few are helping with the

washing of floors.

Although a smaller per cent (78) of Grade VIII girls have defi
nite daily duties, the help given by them in each type of activity is con

sistently higher than in the other grades.
pected due to the higher age level.

This would probably be ex

The author has found them to be an

unusually cooperative and industrious group of workers.

A study of their
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economic status shows the majority to be in the middle and lower group*

with a great similarity of economic status running throughout the group*
About three-fourths of this group take care of their own roams in every
Of idle 91 per cent who help with the care of the rest of the

respect.

house* the duties again center more around the foods unit.

In this re

spect we find that 74 per cent do dishes daily, and 26 per cent occasion

ally; 57 per cent help get meals occasionally and 35 per cent daily; 48
per cent set the table daily, and 52 per cent occasionally.

Other duties

include daily bed making by 48 per cent, occasional bed making 44 per
oent, weekly dusting 44 per cent, and daily dusting 30 per oent; weekly

sweeping 48 per cent, and weekly cleaning of bathroom 30 per cent.
In response to the question "Does any work that she does at

home show improvement due to work in Grade VII and VIII?**, 71 per cent
of the seventh grade mothers, and 92 per cent of the eighth grade mothers
say that it does.

Too many omitted answering in what way it has helped*

to get a useful criticism here, though the ones who have responded most
often checked cooking, sewing, making beds, and setting the table.

Foods.

Significant responses to the foods questions by Grade V reveal that

71 per cent are anxious to cook at home, but only 43 per cent are allowed
to do so.

Although many mothers failed to say why they are not allowed to

cook* slowness, wastefulness, unwillingness to clean up, and leaving dishes
only half done, are mentioned several times.

The answers from the other

three grades show that as they grow older* the slowness and wastefulness
become less troublesome factors, but the tendency to leave dishes undone

remains almost the same for all ages.

Only 36 per cent of the fifth grade
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TABLE II

HELPING AT HOME

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked by mothers.

Grade
Total Number of Girls
1. Has definite duties to do every day.
2. Makes her own bed.
a. Every day
b. Occasionally
3. Takes care of her own room.
a* Sweeps
b. Dusts
c. Keep8 in order
d. Hangs up clothes
4. Helps with care of rest of house.
a. Cleans bathroom once a week.
b. Sweeps or uses vacuum once a
week.
e. Dusts once a week.
Daily
d. Makes beds.
Daily
Occasionally
e. Does dishes.
Daily
Occasionally
f. Helps get meals.
Daily
Occasionally
g. Sets table.
Daily
Occasionally

Note:

VIII
23
78

V
14
71

VI
16
56

VII
14
86

28
57

25
56

50
50

48
52

43
78
57
78
78

31
44
31
50
75
25

43
64
86
86
78
28

70
78
74
74
91
30

28

25
44

36
36
36

48
44
30

50

25
44

43
43

48
44

50
50

64
36

74
26

36

38

64

35
57

43
36 -

25
63

57
43

48
52

57

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible fer each
grade, any percentages lower than 25. and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.
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TABLE III

HELPING AT HOME - GRADE V
An analysis of papers done as a class exercise* Expressed in per
centages of girls in Grade V participating in each activity listed.

Total Number of Girls

1.

2.

What she does to help at home.
a. Dishes
b. Makes the beds
d. Run errands
What she does not like to do.
a. Dishes

Noto

14

78
57
28
43

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.

girls want to get meals alone, and almost none are allowed to do so.

Over

one-fourth (28 per cent) of the group drink tea and coffee occasionally.
Hie question regarding a good appetite discloses the fact that

57 per cent do have good appetites, and 28 per cent usually have.

However

this group seems to have more trouble there than any other, and also has
next to the highest (36 per cent) rate of fussy eaters.

Although 71 per

eent eat between meals, more or less, still this is the lowest of the four
groups.

The percentage of those that try to eat foods not liked is also

lowest in Grade V (43 per cent).

In Grade VI, 75 per oent of the children want to cook, and 56
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per oent are allowed to do it.

Although 44 per cent want to get meals

alone* no appreciable number are allowed to do it.

Comparison of all

four grades in this respect shows a steady increase in desire to get meals,

and also increased willingness on the mother’s part for this to be done.
Almost half (44 per oent) of these sixth graders drink tea or coffee some
times.

Appetites are better than in Grade V.

A larger number also eat

between meals (25 per cent) always, and 63 per cent sometimes.

As many as

56 per cent try to eat foods not liked, which is also a slight improvement
over the fifth grade.

Interest in trying to get younger members of the family to eat
better is strongest in this grade (63 per cent), with Grade VIII second (46

per cent) and Grades V and VII only 36 per cent.

A study of the number and

ages of younger brothers and sisters in this grade, as compared to others,
does not give any clue to this greater interest, but it is in accord with a
study done by the author regarding interest in various phases of ham© eco

nomics at the fifth and sixth grade levels.

This study indicated that girls

of sixth grade age do show great interest in caring for small children.
One hundred per oent desire was expressed for cooking at home, by
the seventh grade girls, and 86 per cent are allowed to do it.

A little over

half (57 per oent) of this group would like to get meals at home, and 36
per cent are allowed to do it.

alone.

These 36 per cent sometimes plan the meal

Over half (57 per oent) of this group sometimes drink tea or coffee.

This is the highest percentage of the four grades.

It was gratifying to note that 64 per cent of the mothers felt
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that the girls are more careful to eat foods best for them, since she

studied about them at school*

Also, 71 per cent felt that the girls

really try to use, at home, the information gained at school regarding

table manners*
Appetites are good, for 93 per cent of the group, and 78 per

cent of them occasionally eat between meals.
Over three-fourths of this group (78 per cent) try to eat foods

they don’t like, and 64 per cent of the mothers feel that there is some
improvement in this respect, since studying foods at school, while another

28 per cent note a great change in this respect.
In Grade VIII, 92 per cent of the girls want to cook at home, and

87 per cent are allowed to do so.

There is a decided increase in the number

of girls wishing to get a meal alone (71 per cent) and also in the number

who are given the opportunity to do it.

One-third of these sometimes plan

the meal themselves, and one-fourth buy the groceries.
Although the mothers say that 58 per oent of the girls try to
learn to eat the foods that they don’t like, and that they are more careful

to eat foods that are good for them since studying them at school, still
this group has the highest per cent of fussy eaters, which seem to be con

tradictory figures, unless factors of age and physical development would
account for the situation.

Many of the mothers (67 per cent) feel that the girls try to use
their school table manners at home
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TABLE IV

FOODS

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each item in the
list—checked by mothers* Note:—indicates that the question so marked
was not to be checked by girls in that grade.

Grade
Total Number of Girls

1.
2.

3.

4*
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Tries to learn to eat foods she doesn’t
like.
Shows evidence of improving in this
respect since studying foods at school.
Some change
Great change
Tries to use at home, table manners
learned at school
Yes
Sometimes
Wants to cook at home.
Is allowed to cook at home.
Has opportunities to get an entire
meal by herself.
Wants to get meals alone.
Plans meal herself (sometimes).
If so, buys groceries.
More careful to eat proper foods since
she studied them at school.
Drinks tea or coffee sometimes •
Tries to get younger members of family
to eat better.
Is a fussy eater.
Has a good appetite.
Yes
Usually
Eats between meals.
Always
Sometimes

Note:

VI
16

VII
14

VIII
24

43

56

78

58

—
—

—

64
28

58

—

—
—
71
43

—

71

75
56

100
86

67
25
92
87

36

44

36
57
36

58
71
33
25

28

44

64
57

58
42

36
36

63
25

36

46
46

57
28

88

93

79

25
63

78

87

V
14

57

—

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each grade,
any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked by less than
25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant to influence findings*
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Personal Appearance*

As would be expected, the care of the hair is done

more by the girls in the upper grades than in the lower, although no grade

reaches the 100 per cent line, even in respect to combing it herself.

The

percentages here were 78 per cent in Grade V, 88 per cent in Grade VI, 86
per cent in Grade VII, and 96 per cent in Grade VIII.
The author is surprised to find that so large a proportion of each

group brush their hair (71 per cent, 75 per cent, 78 per cent, 79 per cent),
and has talked to several individuals about the subject since.

It would

seem to her that these brushings, if done, were casual and inefficient in

a large number of cases.
Practically none of the fifth grade children curl their own hair,

but many in Grade VI (31 per cent), VII (36 per cent), and VIII (75 per

cent), take care of that themselves.
No children in Grade V shampoo their own hair, but in Grade VI
this is done by 31 per cent, in Grade VII by 36 per cent and in Grade VIII
by 58 per cent.

Teeth are ordinarily brushed by the whole group twice a day,
though over a third of each group brush them only once a day.

Those brush

ing oftener than twice a day were 28 per cent in Grade VII.

Care of Clothes.

A large percentage of each group are really anxious to

have their clothes look neat and well-pressed.

The greatest percentage

of indifference, which is in Grade VII, occurs in families where there is

little money available, and where the general personal appearance of the
entire family is reflected by the indifferent child.
In the question regarding care of the foods apron, only seventh
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and eighth gra.de pupils are concerned*

Responses show that & total of

84 per cent in the eighth grade sometimes launder it, while the total
•yas only 49 per oent in Grade VII•

Discussions disclosed that it is often

done with the family laundry which is a simpler solution than for the child
to do it.

Shoes and Stockings*

The responsibility for polishing their shoes is as

sumed by over three-fourths of each group.

In each grade, the percentages

of those who do polish them, or sometimes do, are Grade V - 86 per oent.
Grade VI - 81 per cent, Grade VII - 78 per cent, and Grade VIII - 91 per

oent.

With each year the "sometimes” appear less often, and the "always"

more often.

Washing socks or stockings each night is not a habit that

seems to have developed to any dependable extent in any class, though many

of them do it sometimes.

Grade VIII shows the highest per cent (37) of

those who have the daily habit, but Grade VII are the most frequent
"occasional" washers.

Bathing.

Daily baths are by no means the rule in these groups, though in

Grade VI 31 per oent list it as a habit.

In Grades VII and VIII the more

common custom is a bath twice a week (Grade VII - 57 per oent, Grade VIII -

71 per cent).

In Grade V 43 per cent have baths twice a week, and 43 per

cent once a week; in Grade VI 31 per cent twice a week, 38 per cent once

a week, and in Grade VII 28 per cent bathed once a week.

Findings indicate

increased interest in personal cleanliness as they reach jun-i,nr high age.

Care of Hands.

The habit of washing hands before meals without being re

minded is prevalent only in somewhat over half of Grades VI, VII, and VIII
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(50 per cent, 64 per cent, 62 per cent) while only 43 per cent of Grade

V have the habit well established.

There seems to be little connection

between this habit and the economic status of the home, but rather, it
depends on the standards set by individual mothers.
Interest in the care of the fingernails is greatest in Grades V,

and VIII, third in Grade VI, and least in Grade VII.
percentages is not evident.

The reason for these

However, in each class the per cent of in

terest is well over 50 (Grade V 86, VI 75, VII 64, VIII 87).

Health and Family Relationships.

Statistics show that breakfast is eaten

by 100 per cent of the fifth and sixth grade girls during the school year,

but that there is a drop in Grades VII and VIII to 93 and 92 per eent
respectively.

Sixth grade girls are out of school more often than those

in other groups because of illness.

However, a study of how well she gets

along with her family shows Grade VI girls next to the lowest, with 87
per cent who either do or usually do get along well as compared to 98 per

cent in Grade V, 92 per cent in Grade VII, 83 per cent in Grade VIII.

The lowest group is Grade VIII (83 per cent), though the dispositions
rate next to the highest, according to the parents.

Thoughtfulness of other people seems to be greatest with the

youngest group (93 per cent in Grade V) and shows a general decrease as
they grow older.

75 per cent).

(Grade VI 81 per cent, Grade VTI 71 per cent, Grade VIII

So many mothers checked both ”Yes” and ’’Only occasionally”

that the latter answers are disregarded.

The author had hoped to find a definite relation between colds.
absences, dispositions, and cooperation, but feels that due to the personal
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TABLE V

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each item in the
list—checked by mothers*

Grade
Total Number of Girls

1*

2•

3*
4.

5*

6*

7*

8*

9*

Care of hair*
a* Combs it
b* Brushes it
c* Curls or waves it
d* Shampoos it
Brushes teeth*
a* Once a day
b. Twice a day
Anxious to have clothes look neat
and well pressed for school.
Washes and irons "Foods” apron herself.
Always
Sometimes
Polishes her own shoes*
Always
Sometimes
Washes socks or stockings each night*
Always
Sometimes
Takes bath*
Daily
Twice a week
Once a week
Washes hands before meals without
being reminded*
Always
Sometimes
Careful to keep fingernails clean

Note:

"■vrrr
24

■"TT”
16

14

77
71

88
75
31
31

86
78
36
36

86
79
75
58

43
57

31
38

36
43

37
50

93

81

78

92

28

33
50

14

43
43

50
31

71

79

28

25

71

37
25

43
43

31
31
38

57
28

71

50

64

75

64

62
25
87

43
28
86

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*
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TABLE VI

HEALTH AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked by mothers.

Grade
Total Number of Girls
1.
2.

3.

4.

5*
6*

7.

During the school year she eats
breakfast.
She is out of school often because
of illness.
Her disposition is
Very good natured
Fairly good natured
She gets along well with other members of the family.
Yes
Usually
She has many friends of her own age*
She takes her share of the responsibility of the home, willingly*
Yes
Usually
_
She is thoughtful of other people*
Yes
Only Occasionally

Note:

Vi

“vii -■w

14

16

14

24

100

100

93

92

31
43
50

31
69

57

33
62

64
28
86

56
31
88

64
28
100

54
29
87

50
28

38
44

50
36

58
29

93
21

81
25

71
28

75
46

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each grade,
any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked by less than
25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant to influence find
ings*
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nature of the questions, the facts obtained are not of great use in the
study.

Mothers * Judgments of Subjects Helpful to Daughter * s Dai ly Living - Grade
V,

According to statistics shown by the questionnaire and mothers’ choices,

the fifth grade child makes a definite contribution in sharing the work of

•the home, by caring for her own room, doing dishes, setting the table, mak
ing beds, and occasionally helping with meals, and sweeping*

It is not

surprising, then, that mothers’ first choices are a desire for more infor
mation in wise use of time, and helping in the home.

The need for information regarding what foods to eat in a day
is consistent with the finding that Grade V has a fairly high rate of fussy

eaters, and a general lack of good appetites*

Probably in checking washing and ironing as a need, the stress
is intended on ironing, as findings indicate that a large per cent do help

with the ironing.
Findings do not indicate that children are choosing their own
clothing to any great extent, but that a large percentage go with their
mothers to buy clothes, and this, therefore, would probably account for

"clothes suitable for different types," and "choice of colors" being in

cluded in fifth grade needs.

Grade VI,

The author was a little surprised to find the mothers’ first

choices for Grade VI to be for information regarding a subject which has

never been given in that grade.

However, a study of questionnaire results

shows that over 50 per cent of these children are allowed to cook at
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TABLE VII

MOTHERS1 JUDGMENTS OF SUBJECTS HELPFUL TO DAUGHTER’S
DAILY LIVING - GRADE V

Expressed in percentage of mothers checking each item in the list*
Table shows choices receiving the four highest percentages.

Choice I (85%)
A.
B.

Using her time to better advantage.
Helping in the home.

Choice II (77%)
A*
B.
C.

More actual sewing.
What foods to eat in a day.
More about table manners.

Choice III (62%)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Pressing.
Mending.
Washing and ironing.
Clothes suitable for different types.

Choice IV (54%)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

More about personal cleanliness.
Starching.
Choice of colors.
Study of kinds of cloth and its uses.
Study of how to understand little children’s behavior.
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TABLE VIII

MOTHERS1 JUDGMENTS OF SUBJECTS HELPFUL TO DAUGHTER’S

DAILY LIVING - GRADE VI

Expressed in percentage of mothers checking each item in the list*
Table shows choices receiving the four highest percentages*

Choice I
A.
B*

(88%)
"What foods to eat in a day.
More actual cooking*

Choice II (81%)
A.
B•
C*
D.

More actual sewing*
Buying foods•
More about table manners*
Games suitable for various ages.

Choice III (75%)
A.
B.
C.

Using time to better advantage*
Choice of colors*
Stories for different ages.

Choice IV (69%)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Mending.
Clothes suitable for different types*
Study of kinds of cloth and uses*
What to look for when buying ready-made clothes*
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home.

This group also shows the most interest in trying to get younger

members of the family to eat better.
The interest in getting the information regarding games for vari

ous ages is consistent with the finding that 88 per cent of them take care
of children occasionally.

In this group the information regarding clothes for different
types perhaps is in fourth place rather than in third, as in Grade V, be
cause a much smaller number (25 per cent) of this group go with their
mothers to buy clothes.

Findings also indicate that there is little mend-

i ng done by these girls.

Grade VII.

The reason for finding ’’helping at home” in first choice in

this grade seems to be that these girls are taking more responsibility
about helping with cleaning the house, getting the meals, setting the table,

making the beds, and even in washing the floors.

A large number of this group have a decided share in the purchase
of their own clothing, and exercise a high rate of influence in selection
when they go with their mothers.

This may account for the high ranking of

”what to look for in ready made clothing," "how to plan a wardrobe," "study
of kinds of cloth and its uses," and "choice of colors."

Grade VIII.

There is much more diversity of choices as to needs for Grade

VIII girls than in other groups and less equally high-ranking selections.
The needs felt by mothers of Grade VTII girls are predominantly for cloth
ing.

Findings indicate that these people are helping mothers with the

making of the clothes at home, and that may account for many of the choices.
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TABLE IX

MOTHERS’ JUDGMENTS OF SUBJECTS HELPBUL TO DAUGHTER’S
DAILY LIVING - GRADE VII
Expressed in percentage of mothers checking each item in the list*
Table shows choices receiving the four highest percentages.

Choice I
A.
B.
C.
D.

(86%)

Helping in the home.
Pressing.
What to look for in buying ready-made clothes.
How to plan a wardrobe.

Choice II

A.
B.
C.

Using time to better advantage.
Study of kinds of cloth and uses.
More actual cooking.

Choice Ill
A«
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

(71%)

Mending.
More actual sewing.
Choice of colors.
Buying foods.
More about table manners.
Study of how to understand the behavior of little children.

Choice IV
A.
B.
C.
D.

(78%)

(64%)

Starching.
Clothes suitable to different types.
What foods to eat in a day.
Serving without a waitress.
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TABLE X

MOTHERS’ JUDGMENTS OF SUBJECTS HELPFUL TO DAUGHTER’S

DAILY LIVING - GRADE VIII

Expressed in. percentage of mothers checking each item in the list*
Table shows choices receiving the four highest percentages.

Choice I

A.
B.

(93%)

Using time to better advantage.
More actual sewing.

Choice II (87%)

A.

Mending.

Choice III (79%)

A.
B.
C.
D.

Choice of colors.
Study of kinds of cloth and uses.
What to look for when buying ready-made clothing.
What foods to eat in a day.

Choice IV (71%)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Clothes suitable to different types.
Washing and ironing*
How to plan a wardrobe.
More about table manners.
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This group is found to he buying a fairly large percentage of their clothes
alone, also*

Findings from School Check Lists

Outdoor sports most commonly enjoyed by sixth grade girls

Outdoor Sports*

are sliding, making snow men, hiking, picnicking and rollerskating, also
swimming and gardening*

Their next choices cure tennis, baseball, rowing,

and cooking out*

First choices of seventh graders are skating, sliding, cooking

out, picnicking, rollerskating, tennis, baseball, swimming, hiking, making

snow men, and skiing.

A second choice is bicycling.

Grade VIII girls put sliding, snow men, hiking, bicycling, swimming, picnicking, skating, and rollerskating, on their top list with base

ball and rowing second.

These facts might suggest the placing of any lessons on out-door

cookery in Grades VII or VI rather than VIII.

Nature Interests (Grades VI, VII, VIII)*

Interest in nature is, in most

cases, strongest in Grade VI, and in Grade VII the interest is greater than

in Grade VIII.
interest.

In every class, flowers are the nature item of greatest

In Grade VI interest in animals is equally high, with birds

ranking third.

Seventh graders* second interest is in sea shells, with a

third in animals.

According to the number who have pets, one might have

expected the interest in animals to be greater in Grade VII than in Grade
VI*

Grade VIII1s second choice is for animals with third for birds*
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TABLE XI

OUTDOOR SPORTS

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in
the list—checked by girls in class*

1*
2.
3.
4*
5*
6*
7.
8.
9*
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Skiing
Skating
Sliding
Make Snow Men or Forts
Hiking
Cooking Out
Bicycling
Swimming
Picnicking
Rollerskating
Gardening
Tennis
Baseball
Rowing

Notes

VI

VII

VIII

75
94
100
100
100
88
81
94
100
100
94
88
88
88

92
100
100
92
92
100
85
92
100
100
77
100
100
62

67
90
100
100
100
71
100
100
100
90
76
76
86
81

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per oent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*
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TABLE XII

NATURE INTERESTS

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in
the list—checked in class exercise*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Note:

Birds
Trees
Flowers
Animals
Sea Shells
Stones

VI

VII

VIII

94
75
100
100
88
81

85
31
100
92
100
92

67
19
95
71
57
24

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*

Indoor Activities (Grades VI, VII, VIII).

Judging by the responses given

by all grades, the author feels that the children over-estimate their
abilities and enthusiasms in most cases, for if their statistics are exact,
they would be a most unusual group.

Actually, they are, for the most part,

a normal average group of children.

However, relative interests and abil

ities can be easily found in these lists.

Games which appeal most to all groups are guessing games, jigsaw
puzzles, ping pong, checkers, and monopoly.

The pastime of greatest general interest is reading.

The indoor activities chosen most often by sixth graders. are as
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follows, placed in the order of their interest:

guessing games, checkers,

monopoly, reading, soap carving, ping pong, and sewing.

Clay modeling,

jigsaw puzzles, anagrams, cooking, Chinese checkers, dominoes, and em

broidery also rate high.
Grade VII preferences are for guessing games, checkers, anagrams,
monopoly, and jigsaw puzzles, with high scoring also for the clay modeling,

ping pong, solitaire, rummy, and reading.

Handwork, and cooking do not

rate very high in this group, but about half of that group do not came from

homes that would tend to foster such an interest.
Grade VIII shows decided preference for ping pong, jigsaw puzzles,

monopoly, cooking, soap carving, knitting, checkers, and guessing games.
Second choices are sewing, reading, solitaire, and dominoes.

These results might indicate the use of guessing games as a method
of teaching, or drilling, or review, in any of the grades.

It might seem

that Grade VI would enjoy a sewing club or project work outside of school*
Cooking and knitting and sewing interests are relatively high in Grade

VIII.

Hobbies*

Findings show that interest in hobbies is generally a little

less in Grade VIII than in either Grade VI or VII.

puzzled to know the reason for this.

The author is a little

Interest in pets, collections, and

scrap books were those rating most enthusiasm among all groups.

The types of thing? collected show no consistency, never appear
ing more than twice, and usually only once for all answering.

A few of

the things collected are favors, hand drawings, foreign dolls, flags, shells,

match covers, and cards.
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TABLE XIII

INDOOR ACTIVITIES
Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked in class*

1*
2.
3*
4.
5*
6.
7.
8.
9.
10*
11*
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Weaving
Clay Modeling
Soap Carving
Jigsaw Puzzles
Guessing Games
Ping Pong
Checkers
Dominoes
Anagrams
Monopoly
Chinese Checkers
Solitaire
Rummy
Reading
Knitting
Crocheting
Sewing
Embroidery
Cooking

Note i

VI

VII

VIII

50
81
94
88
100
94
100
75
81
100
75
38
44
100
69
63
94
75
88

54
85
77
92
100
85
100
69
92
92
77
85
85
85
71
44
50
50
64

76
67
95
100
90
100
90
81
57
100
76
81
76
86
90
71
86
76
95

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*
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Scrapbooks of movie stars are by far the most popular type of
scrapbook in all three grades.

In Grade VI, 69 per cent keep one, in

Grade VII 85 per cent, and in Grade VIII 52 per cent*

Other scrapbooks

are made up of animal pictures, flowers, souvenirs, babies, jokes, and
scenery pictures.

Ballroom dancing is in greater favor in each grade than toe or
tap.

Drawing and painting are very popular with all groups, and photog

raphy and stamp collections are well toward the top in preference.

In

general. Grade VI girls are the most enthusiastic hobbyists.

Hobbies involving expenditure of money, such as photography,
stamps, ballroom dancing, and chemistry sets are most often named by the
upper groups.

Field Trips (Travel).

The question, "Do you go away often?

Occasionally?

Never?" reveals that 78 per cent of Grade VII girls, as compared to 57 per
cent of the Grade VIII girls, feel that they do go away often.

For the

highest income group the percentage is 87, for the middle, 62 per oent,

and for the lowest 50 per cent.

About one-third (31 per cent) of the mid

dle group, and 38 per cent of the low group say that they go away only
occasionally.

The longest distances which they have been varies from as

close a range as Boston, to as great a distance as Europe.

The most canmon

long trip is to Maine.

Music Interests.

A large percentage (64 per cent Grade VII, 43 per cent

Grade VIII) have had at least some opportunity to learn to play a musical

instrument.

Over three-fourths (82 per cent) of these belong in the two

upper income levels.

There is practically no knowledge of Gilbert-Sullivan
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TABLE XIV

OTHER HOBBIES

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked by girls in class.

1.
2.
3•
4.
5.
6.
7•
8.

9.

Pets
Collections
Scrapbooks
Drawing
Printing
Photography
Stamps
Dancing
Tap
Ballroom
Toe or Ballett
Painting

Note:

VI

VII

VIII

75
75
81
75
75
75
44

100
85
62
69
62
46
50

67
86
67
38

62

62

77

52

38
56
19
81

43

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.
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TABLE XV

MUSIC INTERESTS

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in
the list—checked by mothers*

1*

2*
3*
4*

5*

Play seme musical instrument*
Piano
Accordion
Harmonica
Chimes
Violin
Takes voioe lessons*
Listens to or goes to opera*
Listens to or goes to Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas*
Doesn’t know what they are*
Name five songs you like best*

Note:

VII

VIII

64
50

43

28

33

64
71
Mostly popular songs of the
moment with the exception of
“God Bless America." Sixtyfive choices were turned in*
Eleven school songs were
named (none mentioned more
than once*) Other references
of one each were "The Lost
Chord," "Lord’s Prayer," "Ave
Maria," "Sweeter as the Years
Go By," "America."

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*
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operas* but nearly a third of each group do listen to grand opera and like

it*

This liking is almost equally divided among the three levels*

few pieces of music are learned and remembered at school*

Very

Many children

omitted the question "Name five pieces of music you enjoy" because they

donft know five.

Songs that they like are almost wholly popular tunes of

the moment*

Entertainment - (Grades VII and VIII)*

Practically every girl in Grades

VII and VIII (93 and 95 per cent) can invite friends in to visit her if
she wishes.

In Grade VII the greatest majority invite them for meals (93

per cent), some invite them in for the afternoon (86 per cent)* many for
overnight (78 per cent), and some for the evening (71 per cent)*

In Grade

VIII* on the other hand 95 per oent invite them in for the evening* 90 per
cent for the afternoon, 86 per cent for meals* and 81 per cent for over

night.

In general, the percentages run a little higher for Grade VIII

than for Grade VII.

The means of entertaining friends are not so varied as would be
expected, though the greatest concentration is on playing games (Grade VII-

78 per cent* Grade VIII - 76 per cent)*

Grade VII*s second and third choices

are, going to the movies (43 per cent) and taking walks (36 per cent)*

In

Grade VIII, talking and dancing each rated 33 per cent* while 28 per cent

prefer to take part in sports*

These forms of entertaining are well dis

tributed over the three groups.

As might be expected, a slightly larger majority of girls in

Grade VIII entertain both boys and girls than in Grade VII

@0

TABLE XVI

ENTERTAINMENT
Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list. Checked in class*

VII

1*
2.
3.

4*

5.

Sometimes gives parties.
Sometimes invites friends to visit her.
If friends are invited, they may be for
Afternoon
Evening
Overnight
For meals
What is done to entertain them.
Play games.
Play school.
Go to the movies.
Listen to the radio.
Tell jokes.
Take walks.
Take part in sports.
Make candy.
Ride in car.
Ride on bicycle.
Talk.
Dance.
Play cards.
Enjoy music.
Sing.
Put on show.
Invites Girls only
Boys only
Both

Notet

VIII

64
93

71
95

86
71
78
93

90
95
81
86

78

76

43

36

29

33
33

28
57

71

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, only percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*
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Moving Pictures Attendance*

More people from the lowest income group attend

the movies once a week than do either of the two upper groups.

The highest

Percentages of weekly attendance

income group is least inclined to go often*

for lowest group are 50 per cent, in the middle group 36 per cent, in the
upper group 21 per cent*
two weeks*

Half (50 per cent) of the upper group go once in

The two upper income groups show more tendency to go to picked

or special movies than do the lower group*

In regard to age, a greater per

centage of eighth grade children attend each week than do seventh or sixth*
There seems to be more tendency for sixth grade children to go to special
movies than for the other grades, though 19 per cent of the eighth grade are

in that group, but no one in Grade VII is included*

Moving Picture Preferences*

A study of the first three choices made by

each member of Grade VI, VII, and VIII, reveal the :following

For Grade VI

- Family Life
Murder Mysteries
Adventure
(Book Stories)

69
56
50
44

per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent

For Grade VII

- Murder Mysteries
Family Life
Comedy
Love

57
50
50
43

per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent

For Grade VIII' - Family Life
Murder Mysteries
Love

86 per cent
52 per cent
24 per cent

Practically no interest is expressed in historical movies, geo

graphical, newsreels, scientific movies, industrial movies, and very little
in wild west pictures*

Grade VII is decidedly more interested in "love” pictures than
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either of the other two groups, a fact which is probably true of that
particular group rather than of seventh grades in general*

TABLE XVII

MOVIE PREFERENCES

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked in class#

1.

2.

Types of Movies Liked Best.
Murder mysteries
Love
Family life
Book stories
Musical
Adventure
Comedy
Sports
How often she attends.
Once a week
Once in two weeks
Special movies

Note:

VI

VII

56

57
43
50
28

69
44
25
50

VIII

52
24
86

28
50

31
25

36
36

48

25

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked by
less than 25 per cent were omitted as too- insignificant to
influence findings.

Club Activities (Grades VII and VIII).

The majority of these classes are

not members of organized clubs, outside of school.

Findings show a surpris
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ing lack of scouts.

Church organizations have not yet reached the majority

of either of these grades.

Summer supervised playgrounds are attended by

a much greater majority (57 per oent) of eighth grade girls than by seventh

grade girls (28 per cent).

A total of 68 per oent of those attending came

from homes in the lowest income groups.
group attend.

None from the highest income

As many as 72 per cent of the children belonging to church

groups come from the middle income level.

Evidently the majority are not

club conscious.

TABLE XVIII

ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH PUPILS BELONG
Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked in class.

VII

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A church choir*
Other church clubs.
Book Club.
Girls* Club - eighth grade.
Attend supervised playground in summer*

Notet

57

28

VIII

29
29
81
52
57

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings*

Study of Holiday Interests (Grades VII and VIII)•

Those holidays cele

brated by 100 per cent of both grades are Christmas, Halloween, Thanks
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giving, and Mother’s Day.

In Grade VII, Father’s Day, and July 4th, are

also on the 100 per cent list.

Holidays of least interest are St. Patrick’s

Day, Washington’s Birthday, Patriots’ Day, Columbus Day, and Armistice Day.
Parties to celebrate the day are most frequently given on New

Year’s, Valentine’s, Family Birthdays, and Halloween.

Having company or

visiting are most common at New Year’s, Thanksgiving, Labor Day, Christmas,

Easter, Washington’s Birthday, and Memorial Day.

Special dinners are the

means of celebration on Thanksgiving and Christmas, but only rarely on other
holidays.

The other means of celebrating (gifts, cards, etc.) are the

means which are usually associated with those holidays.

There seems to be no great difference in how the different income
levels celebrate, with two exceptions; more people in the lower income

group celebrate July 4 with fireworks than do either of the other two groups.

In fact this holiday is more popular with this group than with the others.
This is also true of Halloween.

People in the lower income group are more

inclined to give parties than are either of the other two groups.

Care of Children.

The information obtained from the class check list re

garding the care of children, has been useful in interpreting interests of
the different ages, and the extent to which the children are responsible
for the care of younger children.

The author is interested to find that a

large number of sixth grade children are concerned with taking care of

little people.

This finding agrees with information obtained from readings

on that subject, and is in accordance with needs listed for Grade VI, in
the list checked by mothers.
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TABLE XIX

HOLIDAYS CELEBRATED BY GIRL AND HER FAMILY

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in the
list—checked in class.

New Year’s
Valentine’s
Washington’s Birthday
Good Friday
Easter
Memorial Day
Mother’s Day
Father’s Day
July 4
Labor Day
Armistice Day
Thanksgiving
Halloween
Christmas
Family Birthdays
April Fool’s Day

Note i

VII

VIII

54
92
38
77
92
69
100
100
100
54
31
100
100
100
100
92

76
71
24
57
95
76
100
90
95
43

100
100
100
95
86

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade9 any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked less
than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant to influ
ence findings •
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TABLE XX

HOLIDAYS MOST ENJOYED BY CHILDREN

Expressed in percentages of girls participating in each activity in
the list—checked in class*

VII
New Year’s
Easter
July 4
Thanksgiving
Halloween
Christmas
Family Birthdays

Notet

36
43
36
57
36
93
43

VIII

38
33
76
57
57
90
48

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked
less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant to
influence findings*

Findings From Diaries

Helping at Home (Grade VI)*
greatly*

The amount of help given by these girls varies

A few make no mention of helping at all*

seem to have routine daily tasks*

Only four out of eleven

The most common means of helping are

doing dishes, making beds, running errands, emptying garbage, and setting
the table*
Few people express either likes or dislikes, though more mention

is made of liking to do tasks than of disliking to do them*
to be no consistent dislike expressed by the group*

There seems
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TABLE XXI

CARE OF CHILDREN

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity in
the list—checked in class*

1.
2.

3.

Has younger brothers or sisters.
Takes care of children.
Occasionally.
Is responsible for care to the extent of
Cooking their meals.
Feeding them.
Putting them to bed.
Taking them out doors.
Playing with them.
Caring for their clothes.
Giving them baths.

Note:

Sleep*

VI

VII

VIII

63

62

67

75

62

62

50
56
55
94
94
31
25

38
72
69
85
85

62
62
71
76
76
29

38

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per oent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.

Only one person out of the eleven has regular sleeping hours.

The average amount of sleep each night, for these children, is ten hours
and twenty minutes*

P. M.

The most common bed-times are 8:30 P. M. and 9:00

(Because these diaries were begun the day that school closed*

more irregularity of bed-time than usual may have occurred).

Food.

The foods most frequently eaten for breakfast by these eleven people

are* in the order of their frequency, toast or bread, fruit, milk, cereal,

eggs, cocoa.
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TABLE XXII

HELP GIVEN AT HOME BY ELEVEN GRADE VI GIRLS - AS RECORDED IN DIARIES

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity.

Dishes
Make beds
Empty garbage
Set table
Dust
Sweep floor
Go on errands

Note t

63
45
36
36
27
27
36

Due to the low” total numbers of responses possible for each
grade any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked by
less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant to
influence findings*

Coffee appears less often than would be expected from the answers
given by the mothers.

Bread or toast is the only item that appears on as many as onehalf the total number of breakfasts.

v

Many breakfasts are insufficient in amount, and in supplying

nutrition needs for the morning.

Leisure Time Activities.

Swimming and out door games of various kinds are

the activities most frequently checked by these eleven girls.
In order of appearance, those enjoyed by the greatest number are

visiting relatives, indoor games, bicycling, movies, radio programs, riding
out, and playing house or school.
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Diaries show a wide variation in resourcefulness, interests and

participation in leisure time activities*

While those children having

money to spend have a wider range of activities in some fields, the factors
of intelligence, environment, philosophy, attitude of parents, and general
type of the child (boyish, energetic, industrious, etc.) are very noticable

in their choices of how to spend their leisure time.

TABLE XXIII

TYPES OF FOODS EATEN FOR BREAKFAST BY ELEVEN GRADE VI
GIRLS - AS RECORDED IN DIARIES

Expressed in total number of times each type of food appeared in break
fast menus.

Kind of Food
Fruit
Cereal
Milk
Eggs
Bacon
Coffee
Toast or bread
Cocoa
Meat
Cookies
Doughnuts

Total Number of Times In
cluded in Breakfast

59
44
54
36
5
3
64
23
1
2
5

Number of pupils recording breakfasts — 11.
Number of days recorded -- 11.
Total number of possibilities for each item — 121.
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TABLE XXIV

LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF ELEVEN GRADE VI GIRLS AS RECORDED IN DIARIES
Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity.

Swimming
. Bicycling
Out door games
Read book or stories, etc.
Movies
Indoor games
Listen to radio programs
Go visiting a friend or relative
Went to ride
Played house or school
Went to Reed Fund Picnic
Went to Services or Church
Played music or took lesson

Notex

81
45
81
27
45
54
45
63
45
36
54
45
27

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant.

Helping at Home (Grade VII)•
at home.

Each girl helps do at least one type of work

It is difficult to tell in many eases, whether the help given is

daily or occasional, so frequency of participation is necessarily omitted.
Several do, however, record doing their work each day.
Two help with only one task, such as dishes or setting the table,

while the others average at least three types of tasks.
eight types of household tasks.

One girl records

Dishes, making beds, setting the table,

helping get meals, and clearing the tables are the chief means of helping.
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More people in Grade VII express likes and dislikes than in

Grade VI, and there is more consistency in them.
make beds, versus only one who doesn’t.

Five people like to

Seven dislike doing dishes.

This is practically the only task not liked by the majority.

more choices in what they do like.

There are

These include setting the table,

cooking, cleaning the room, and four other items mentioned by only one

person*

TABLE XXV

HELP GIVEN AT HOME BY ELEVEN GRADE VII GIRLS -

AS RECORDED IN DIARIES
Expressed in percentages of girls participating in each activity*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dishes - help with
Make beds
Set table
Clear table
Help get meals

90
63
36
27
36

Note: Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
_
grade, any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.

Food*

The foods most frequently eaten for breakfast by this group are,

in the order of frequency of appearance, bread, fruit, milk, cereal, eggs*
More children have a hot beverage for breakfast in this group

than in Grade VI
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Bacon is entirely absent from breakfast menus with the exception

of one meal*
Breakfasts are by no means the balanced affairs prescribed by
menu planning, in many cases*

TABLE XXVI
TYPES OF FOODS EATEN FOR BREAKFAST BY ELEVEN GRADE

’

VII GIRLS - AS RECORDED IN DIARIES

Expressed in total number of times each type of food appeared in the
breakfast menus*

Bread
Fruit
Milk
Cereal
Egg
Tea
Cocoa
Coffee
Jam
Meat (other than bacon)
Doughnuts
Bacon

37
30
21
19
19
7
7
5
3
2
2
1

Number of breakfasts recorded

Leisure Time Activities*

53.

The items most frequently checked by these

eleven seventh grade girls are playing with friends, out-door games, read
ing, and listening to the radio*
There is much less variety of activity for each individual of
Grade VII than for those of Grade VI.

The author is doubtful of the
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reason*

They may have been less careful in recording each activity.

It also has seemed to be true that this particular Grade VI group is a

more lively group than the Seventh grade group.

Thera is less uniformr

ity in type of activity in Grade VII than in Grade VI.

TABLE XXVII

LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF ELEVEN GRADE VII GIRLS AS RECORDED IN DIARIES

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Notet
""

Sleep.

Playing with friends
Out door games
Reading
Listening to radio

63
45
27
27

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentage lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.

The average amount of sleep per night for this group is ten hours.

Only one in this group is ever in bed before nine, and many go later.
There is great irregularity of bed time for the group as a whole.

The

hour of 9t30 is the nearest average.

Miscellaneous Findings*

Only an insignificant number of this group do

anything to earn money

The only means mentioned is by taking care of
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children.

Four of the eleven have hobbies.

Two are scrapbook collectors,

one goes horseback riding, and one collects match covers.
Twenty-three different kinds of radio programs are listed as
favorites.

In order of preference, the four highest are "Big Town," Jack

Benny, Charles McCarthy, Lux Radio.
strictly musical.

Not one of the chosen programs is

Quiz programs and dramatic sketches are favorites.

Helping at Hone (Grade VIII).

Each girl helps do at least one kind of

work at home and many do a wide variety of things.

girls help with dishes.

All of the eighth grade

The six most common means of helping at home, in

order of importance are, dishes, helping clean house (other than own room),

dusting, making beds, helping get meals, and running errands.
press no likes and dislikes.

Many ex

The only one of any significance is a strong

dislike for doing dishes, which was voiced by ten of the twenty-one girls.

Leisure Time Activities.

The leisure time activities participated in

most by Eighth Grade girls are reading, shopping, walking with friends,
reading funnies, papers or magazines, going to the movies, visiting

friends, and playing out-door games.

Each individual seems to go in for a wider range of activity than
those in Grades VI and VII, and shows more inclination to visit and talk

with friends.

It is interesting to note that most of these girls do more

helping at home than the other groups, too, indicating an all round more

active life than that led by the younger children.

Sleep.

Because these are week end diaries, the times for going to bed

may have been later than usual.

Only eight people show regular bed hours,
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TABLE XXVIII

HELP GIVEN AT HOME BY TWENTY-ONE GRADE VIII GIRLS AS RECORDED IN DIARIES
Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity*

1*
2.
3*
4.
5.
6.

Notet

Errands
Help get meals
Helped with dishes or didalone
Make beds
Dust
Helped clean other parts of house

33
38
100
43
48
52

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.

TABLE XXIX
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OF TWENTY-ONE GRADE VIII GIRLS -

AS RECORDED IN DIARIES

Expressed in percentage of girls participating in each activity.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Notet

Outdoor games
Movies
Read book
Read funnies, paper,magazine
Walk with friends
Listen to radio programs
Visited with friends
Went shopping or downtown
Church
Visit relatives

33
43
62
43
43
29
38
57
81
33

Due to the low total numbers of responses possible for each
grade, any percentages lower than 25, and any items checked
by less than 25 per cent were omitted as too insignificant
to influence findings.
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over the week end recorded*
and 9:30 P. M.

and 10:00 P. Me

All these people went to bed between 9:00

Two-thirds of the bed times recorded are between 8:30
So many girls neglected recording the time they got up»

that there is no accurate measure of the number of hours sleep these

twenty-one have, per night*

TABLE XXX

BED-TIME HOUR OF TWENTY-ONE GRADE VIII GIRLS AS RECORDED IN DIARIES

Expressed in number of times each hour was mentioned.
of bed-times recorded - 56.

Hour

Note:

Total number

Number of Times Recorded

8:30

5

9:00

13

9:15

7

9:30

8

10:00

5

Only hours mentioned five or more times are included in this
table.

Conclusions

1.

Regardless of income level* a desire to cook at home is

felt by a large majority of the girls.

This desire increases steadily

from about 71 per cent in the fifth grade to 100 per cent in grades seven
and eight, though there is little interest in getting a -whole meal in
grade five.
2.

There is a need for breaking the tea-coffee habit among

these children.
3.

Mothers would like to have information regarding ”what

foods to eat in a day” given earlier than it is now done in the H. M.

T. S.

They would like to have this begun in grade five, with more stress

on it in all grades.

4.

There is no indication on the part of the mothers that

wcooking” and ”sewing” as such should be withheld from the program.
On the contrary, it was desired by them to have actual cooking begin in

the sixth grade, and more of each was checked for all grades.
5.

Learning to serve without a waitress was considered more

important for every grade than learning to serve with one.

6.

Units on entertaining friends, planning parties and party

refreshments, might possibly be centered around the following:

New Year’s,

Valentine’s, Family Birthdays, and Hallowe’en, as these were the days

on which parties were most frequently given.

7.

Dinner and hospitality to dinner guests would probably

draw most interest when centered around Thanksgiving, Christmas, and

Easter.
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8.

Units on out-door cooking, if included, might be better

placed in grades six and seven than in grade eight*

9.

Mothers seemed to feel a greater need for information re

garding clothing problems than for food work in grade eight*
10.

Interest in handwork outside school hours might be greatest

in grade six, according to this study*
11*

If units on ready-made clothing were taught, information

most useful would be about stockings, underwear, and shoes*

12*

The "weak spot" in clothing work done by the older girls

at home was fitting patterns, and using direction sheets*

13*

Teaching of the daily laundering of socks and underwear

would be of value for all groups*
14*

Mothers of all different ages of children would like help

in teaching their children to use her time well (to better advantage)*
15*

The amount of income a family has, is no index of the ex

tent to which the children have money to go to movies, celebrate holidays,
etc*

It often seems that the poorer the home, the greater the expendi

ture of money, for certain types of entertainment, especially movies*

16.

Interest in clubs did not seem to be strong in the case

of the children checking these questions*
17.

Suggestions for variety in ways of entertaining friends

now might make better present and future hostesses of these children*

Originality seemed lacking.

18*

The great interest shown in flowers in each grade would

suggest that a study of them might be used as a leisure-time activity*

or as a home-appreciation.

Interest in nature topics was generally high,
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but strongest in grade six.

19.

Interest in care of children was generally highest in

20.

Parents of each group show less interest than might be

grade six.

expected in having their children instructed in matters of personal

cleanliness.

In only one grade did this receive even fourth rating*

and in others fifth and sixth.

21.

Although the mothers expressed a wish for the seventh

and eighth grade girls to learn how to plan a wardrobe, the percentage
of girls responsible for buying the majority of their clothing would not

make it advisable to put much time on that unit.

However, it is possible

that more responsibility would result, if the girl had more training.

22.

Findings on questionnaires and home visits revealed an

anxiety for more home economics, rather than less, to be given in
schools.

25.

There is according to response to question 12, under Foods,

a definite carry-over in the homes, in regard to improvement in attempts
to eat correct foods.

24.

Fifth grade children showed a tendency to have poorer ap

petites and be more fussy eaters than girls of 6th, 7th, 8th grade ages.
26.

The author realizes the great possibility for inaccuracies

of statements, due to natural desire on the part of parents to make their

case sound as good as possible, and the difficulty for a parent to be ab
solutely unbiased in questions regarding her own child.

This was partic

ularly evident on questions of health, disposition, and family relations.
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Rec ammendati ons

1.

Clothing classes might plan the making of gifts for Mother’s

Day# Father’s Day# or Christmas.
2.

The unanimous interest in movie stars should be utilized#

as well as guided, in clothing classes.
3.

(Upper 2 especially)

Help with simple ironing might be useful for fifth grade

Pressing, as well as ironing, would be useful in grades seven

children.

and eight.
4.

Bedmaking and table-setting would be valuable for grade five,

since they help with both of these tasks, and since mothers were so anxious

for them to be taught about helping in the home.
5.

Music appreciation might be encouraged as a leisure-time in

terest, or as related home-economics subject.

There seems to be a need

to raise their standards of appreciation in this respect.

6.

Help in the selection of good movies might be a worthwhile

bit of leisure-time teaching, because practically all children go, many

without thought for the picture, but just as something to do.
7.

Commercial companies putting on educational films might do

well to study how to bring them down to the child’s level, for practically
no interest was shown in historical, geographical, scientific, industrial

and news pictures.

(That it can be done was proven by the movie of the

life of Pasteur.)

8.
to all.

The information regarding brushing the hair would be of value

The three upper grades would benefit by shampooing information.

9«

Any methods of teaching that could employ stories of family
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life, adventure, or mystery would probably appeal to sixth, seventh and
eighth grade people.

10.

Guessing games would probably be a popular teaching tool

for drills and reviewing.

11.

The making of scrapbooks, and the starting of collections

might be a means of motivating interest or an outcome of some home-eco
nomics unit*

12.

Knitting or other leisure time handwork might well be taught

to Grade VIII.

Their diaries showed a tendency to sit and "visit," "talk,"

or listen to the radio, and interest was high as expressed in the choice
of indoor games.

13.

Possibly the interest in drawing and painting could be

utilized to advantage in teaching foods work.

14.

According to Grade VII diaries, quiz type games and dramat

ic sketches would be good motivators.

15.

Because of great interest in reading in upper grades read

ing lists should be available.
16.

Earlier bedtimes should be encouraged for all groups.

17.

Better breakfasts before school need to be encouraged*
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CHAPTER IV

A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING FOR GRADE V

In the preceding chapter (Analysis of Data) the findings indicate
that the Homemaking course for Grade V will be most helpful to both the

child and the home, if it is centered mostly around (1) helping in the home,

(2) clothing, (3) foods, and (4) personal cleanliness.
In the clothing unit work will be centered around (1) elementary
skills, (2) sewing for pleasure for herself and others, (3) care and buying

of socks.

The unit on helping in the home will include (1) bedmaking, (2)
table setting, and (3) very simple ironing.

The aim is to help them do

better, those tasks with which they help at home.
The habit of well-groomed hands for which there is apparently
room for improvement, may well be encouraged in a unit on personal cleanli

ness.

This unit will also include the care of socks and handkerchiefs, with

suggestions for prevention of the spreading of colds.

Because help is so evidently wanted in the training of good habits

of eating, one unit will be devoted to that work, with the aim of creating

an understanding of what food does for them, and so developing a greater de
sire to choose it carefully.
In the following course, the lessons are grouped in units.

In

the actual teaching, the plan is to teach the lesson at the time of year

when it will mean the most to the child.

On some of the problems, note is

made, beside the approximate number of lessons, of the time of year probably

best suited to that section of the work.
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General Objectives for All Homemaking Classes

1*

More worthy home membership.

2.

Better use of leisure time*

3.

Appreciation and practice of good manners, common courtesy, and hos
pitality at all times*

4.

A tolerant attitude toward other’s beliefs and customs*

5*

Acquisition of reasonable standards of living in respect to cleanliness,

personal grooming, food habits, selection of clothing, leisure time
activities, school and family relationships*

6*

Promotion of good health habits and practices both at home and at school*

7*

Acquisition of habits of cooperation, happiness, and unselfishness that

will carry over into home and future life.
8.

The development of a sense of responsibility toward their share in the

life of the school, the home, and their own care*
9.

Progress in wise management of time in school and out*

10. Development of needed homemaking skills according to ages and abilities*
11*

Development of desire for further study of homemaking*
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A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING - GRADE V

Time - 55 minutes per week

38 weeks per year

Objectives

1.

To create desire to sew*

29

To give simple skills in sewing*

3*

To develop good habits of work*

4.

To create desire to eat proper foods*

5*

To promote the habit of cleanliness*

6.

To foster helpfulness at home in accordance
with ability of their age*

INTRODUCTORY UNIT

1 Lesson

Pupil Aims
1® To understand the
nature and purpose
of course®
2. To gain an under
standing of mother’s
job of running the
home®
3. To see her own role
as a member of the
family, and find out
what she can do to
help most®

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem: Why do we have
a homemaking course
in our school?

1® Discuss and list the
tasks mother has to
perform in one day®
2. Pick out the ones you
can do now®
3® Pick out the ones you
might learn to do.

Outcomes
1® Realization by group
of same of the things
they can do to help
at home®
2. An understanding of
what the year’s course
in homemaking can be®
3. Setting up, by pupils,
of some of their aims
for the year®
4. Selection of problem
on which they will be
gin the next week®

Materials and References
Pictures showing children
helping with daily tasks®
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UNIT I - CLOTHING

28 Lessons

Pupil Aims
1 Lesson
To find out what equip
ment will be necessary
in order to learn to
sew*

To learn that there are
different textile fib
ers, and to become in
terested in trying to
find the cottons*

Pupil ^Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

Problem I
1. A list of equipment
What do I need to bring
needed for sewing.
for equipment for sew
ing?
Activities
1* Study different types
of needles, tape-measures,
scissors, pins, etc. and
develop a list of essen
tial suitable equipment*
Problem II.
What kinds of cloth will
we use for making pin
cushions?
Activities
1. Observe each other’s
2. A beginning know
clothing, and find dif
ledge of the textile
ference in various fab
families, with em
rics*
phasis on cottons.
2. See, feel, and compare
3. A knowledge of what
materials both good and
material to bring
poor, for pincushions.
for a pincushion.
Learn names of two or
three good ones*
3. Discuss qualities needed
in pincushion material.

Materials and References
McCall: "Dressmaking
Made Easy" p. 5
Van Gilders "From
Thimble to Gown” pp. 1-3

Kansas State College
Bulletin No. 9 pp. 16-17

Samples of various
materials*
Various kinds and sizes
of thimbles, tape
measures, scissors,
thread, needles, pins,
etc.

Oi

Pupil Aims

4 Lessons
To learn how to make
a simple article in
order
(1) To feel the joy
of making something pretty and
useful
(2) To learn elementary stitches in
sewing
(3) To learn to use
equipment properly
(4) To realize that
materials have a
definite crosswise
and lengthwise
grain.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
How do I go about making a pincushion?
1. Finding of Mgrain”
of cloth
2. Cutting
3. Basting
4• Backstitching
5. Stuffing
6. Overhanding
7. Tying
8. Evaluating (Class
should make up its
score for rating as
soon as they have
progressed enough to
realize what the
steps are.)

Outcomes
1. A useful, pretty pincushion.
2. Ability to use equipment correctly.
3. Acquaintance with
elementary hand
stitches.
4. A knowledge of the
terms
warp
filling
selvedge
5. Recognition of a few
members of the Cotton
Family
(a) percale
(b) cotton print
(o) gingham

Materials and References

Miller, Laitem, Cook:
“Clothing Units" p. 9

A small hand-made loom.
Magnifying glass.

-
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Pupil Aims

8 Lessons
(Preceding Christmas)
1* To show thoughtfulness
for other people.
2. To practice sewing
stitches previouslylearned, and to learn
new ones.
3. To get practice in pro
per use of sewing equip
ment*
4. To make something that
could be duplicated at
home in leisure time,
if desired.
5. To gain standards of
good workmanship.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
What can I make that
I can give away at
Christmas?
Activities
1. Making a simple em
broidered stuffed
animal involving
Tracing pattern
Cutting
Embroidering
Basting
Backstitching
Stuffing
Overhanding
2. Evaluation and com
parison with others
in room.

Materials and References

Outcomes

Van Gilder: "From Thimble
to Gown” pp. 9, 13, 15-16

1. An inexpensive gift
that will give them
satisfaction, and
give pleasure to
the receiver.
2. Increased ability
to do stitches.
3. Skill in simple em
broidery stitches.

A finished stuffed animal.

Large cloth for class
demonstration of stitches.

1
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Pupil Aims
5-6 Lessons
(Early Spring)

1. To make a gift for
Mother’s Day.
2. To learn to sew by
machine.
3. To get practice in
sewing skills al
ready learned.
4* To get further ac
quainted with ootton
family.
5. To learn when colors
look well together.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
What can I make, to
give mother, on
Mother’s Day?
Activities
Making of a clothes
pin bag involving the
following processes:
1. Selection of mate
rials.
2. Choice of colors
3. Cutting
4. Basting
5. Turning hem
6. Straight stitching
7. Embroidery (previous
ly learned)
8. Evaluation of finished
product.

Outcomes
1. A gift for mother,
that will mean
much to both mother
and child.
2. Further ability in
actual sewing.
3. A beginning ability
to use sewing machine.
4. Further knowledge
of the cottons.
5. An appreciation of
good workmanship.

Materials and References

Denny:

’’Fabrics”

Singer Sewing Charts
Singer Sewing Guides
Friant, Turner, Miller:
”Clothing Construction”
p. 8

Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units” pp. 3142

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Pupil Aims
6-8 Lessons
(Near close of school
year)

1. To learn how to care
for soiled handker
chiefs properly.
2. To make a bag in
which to keep them.
3. To get practice in
guiding the machine,
controlling speed,
and threading upper
part.
4. To learn how to wash
and iron handker
chiefs and napkins.

A

Problem:
■Why should I be so care
ful about the care of hand
kerchiefs? How can I make
a bag to keep them in?
How should they be washed
and ironed? What difference
is there in ironing handker
chiefs and napkins?

Activities
1. Discussion of ways to
prevent spread of colds.
2. Make booklet to take
home, telling how to
care for colds.
3. Making bag, involving
(a) Cutting
(b) Basting
(c) Stitching
(d) Embroidery (pre
viously learned)
4. Compare and evaluate
work on handkerchief
bags.
5. Discussion and demon
stration of how to
wash and iron handker
chiefs and napkins.

Outcomes

1. A handkerchief bag
that will give
pleasure to the
child, be the means
of teaching her to
improve in sewing
skills, and interest
her in picking up
her handkerchiefs.
2. Knowledge of how to
wash and iron hand
kerchiefs and napkins.
3. Ability to guide
machine on straight
lines, to thread
upper machine, and
to control speed.

Materials and References
Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: ’’Doing Your
Best For Health” p. 153

Metropolitan Life Ins.
Booklet: “Common Colds"
Singer sewing guides
Singer chart for thread
ing machine
Piotures about colds

Finished handkerchief beg
Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units" pp. 3142
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Pupil Problems
and Activities

Pupil Aims

Problem:
What are the character
istics of a good sock?
What is the relation be
tween price and quality?
What do I need to know
in order to purchase
them wisely?

2 Lessons
(Preferably in Spring)

To become a better buyer
of socks, in regard to
getting
a. Correct size
b. Fast color
c. Good quality
d. Durability
e* Good value for
money spent

A

Activities
1. Study of labels to
see what they can
find out from them*
2. Discussion of sizes,
compared to shoes*
3* Comparison of socks
of different prices,
in order to under
stand differences*
4* Discussion of quali
ties desirable in
socks. Set up stand
ards for purchasing
them.
5* Observation of cor
rect laundering of
socks*

Outcomes
1* A realization that
low-priced socks
are not always a
good purchase.
2* An understanding
of what to look for
when buying socks*
3* Ability to care for
daily laundering
of socks.
4* A desire to develop
habits of good
grooming*

Materials and References
Kansas State College
Bulletin: p* 25-27

Rathbone and Tarpley;
"Fabrics and Dress" pp.
119-123
Socks borrowed from
stores

Size chart from shoe store
(Thayer-McNeil)
Household Finance Corp:
"Better Buymanship" No. 24
Hosiery"

•
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UNIT II - PERSONAL CLEANLINESS
2 Lessons

Pupil Aims
2 Lessons
(To precede cold
weather)
1. To become interested
in having clean,
hands, and neat,
well-trimmed finger
nails*
2* To learn how to care
for hands to prevent
chapping*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
What can I do to keep
my hands pleasing in ap
pearance, and what stand
ard of cleanliness should
I maintain?

Outcomes

1* Definte standards
of cleanliness and
suggestions for care
of hands*
2* Appointment of in
spector of hands for
month of September*

Activities
1* See film slide "Clean
3* More interest, and
Hands•"
more care in keep
2* Set up goals through
ing hands clean
(at least once a
group discussion for
a* Clean knuckles,
week)*
palms, wrists
b* Well-trimmed clean
nails
e* Cutcile pushed
back
d* Freedom from rough
ness and chapping
3* Put goals in booklet
shaped like hand*
4* Study soaps and hand
lotions which various
class members have
brought in* Discuss
costs, values, uses*

Materials and References

Film slide:
Hands"

"Clean

Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: "Doing Your
Best for Health” p*
20

Ryan: "Your Clothes
and Personality" pp*
341-345
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UNIT III - HELPING IN THE HOME

3 Lessons

Pupil Aims
1 Lesson
(To precede a vacation
period)

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
What are the important
points for me to remember
and use in order to make
my bed well?

1. To learn how to make
a bed neatly, correctly, and simply,
Activities
in order to be a
1. Observe demonstration
more helpful member
of making a doll's
of her family.
bed.
2. To take pride in a
2• Observe demonstration
daily task well done.
of making a real bed.
3. Practice on real beds
at school.
4. Take home booklet in
shape of bed, to check
daily making of own bed
for one week. To be
signed by parent.

Outcomes
1. Better understanding
of how to make bed
properly.
2. Increased ability to
make a bed.
3. Increased interest
in making bed well.
4. Increased helpfulness
at home.

Materials and References
Chart put out by Pequot
Mills, showing steps in
making of bed.

Doll's Bed

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family” pp.
121-122

Pupil Aims

2 Lessons
(To precede a holiday)

1* To learn simple rules
for setting a table
in order to increase
in helpfulness at
home, and to help her
find more joy in
doing the task*
2. To be able to help
the family get ready
for holiday dinners.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
Wat is the correct
way to set the table?
Activities
1. Discussion of arti
cles that are always
needed - napkin,
glass, silver, plates,
etc.
2. Find from pictures,
where these are plac
ed.
3. Practice doing it
with real dishes.
4. Discuss extra things
that might be needed.
Find where these be
long.
5. Study books, p. 223 j
decide how many she
could do at home.
6. List these in booklet.
7. Paste in pictures,
showing how to place
dishes. (Use colored
drawing paper.)

Outcomes

Materials and References

1. Increased ability to
help with table
setting.
2. Ability to share in
holiday dinner prep
arations.

Pictures of correctly set
tables.

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family" p. 223
Set of dishes, silver,
glass, napkins, etc.
Colored drawing paper.
Paper models of dishes,
silver, etc.

Paste
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UNIT IV - FOODS
5 Lessons

Pupil Aims

5 Lessons
(Before winter, if possible)
1. To become interested
in eating the right
foods so that they
will be as free from
sickness as possible
during the winter
months•
2. To understand why
they need various
foods.
3. To know what different classes of
foods there are.

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem:
How can I know which
foods to eat in order
to keep myself free from
colds and sickness, and
in order to grow and to
be happy?
Activities
1. Follow plan used in
"Food and Your Body."
Develop lessons on
1. Foods for Body
Engine Ch. IV.
2. Growing Ch. II.
3. Minerals Ch. I,
III, V.
4. Vitamins Ch. IX.
5. Review and tie-up
by games, etc.,
as suggested in
book.

Outcomes
1. Enthusiasm for choosing foods that make
healthier bodies.
2. Possible increased
resistance to illness.

Materials and References
Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: "Doing Your
Best for Health" pp.
54-67.

Pfaffman and Stem:
"Foods and Your Body"
Pictures
Illustrative material as
suggested in "Foods and
Your Body".

-
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Summary of Homemaking Course - Grade V

Expressed in Desired Accomplishments for Year.

I.

II.

III*

IV.

Articles to he made

1.

Pin cushion

2.

Stuffed animal

3.

Clothes pin bag - or similar article

4.

Handkerchief case

Construction stitches to be learned
1.

Basting

2.

Backstitching

3.

Overhanding

4.

Outline stitch

5.

Satin stitch

Ability to use electric machines
1*

Open and close machine

2.

Thread upper part

3.

Stitch straight edges

4.

Control speed

Other abilities to be acquired
1.

Make a bed

2.

Set a table (simple)

3.

Seleot socks intelligently

4.

Iron handkerchiefs and napkins
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IV.

Other abilities to be acquired (continued)

5.

Care for hands

6.

Care for colds and know preventive measures

7.

Choose foods intelligently
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CHAPTER V

A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING FOR GRADE VI

The course of study for Grade VI, in the field of clothing, uti

lizes knowledge and skills acquired in Grade V, and adds more use of the
sewing machine, a broader glimpse into the field of textiles, and the mak

ing of an article of clothing for themselves.

In accordance with the ap

parent desire of this grade to sew for pleasure, a unit is planned for
that purpose, with work started in a regular class period, and short check

ups used in the succeeding weeks.
The ’Helping at Home* unit is again concerned with table setting,
adding more details and including table manners and courtesy.

The unit

also includes the sewing on of buttons, and washing and ironing of aprons

and slips.
The ’Foods’ unit in Grade V was largely concerned with gaining
an understanding that there are different food groups, and what those groups

are*

In Grade VI information is given relative to what the different foods

do for the body.

Because the findings of this study and other studies indicate that
sixth grade girls are concerned with some care of little children, a unit
on that subject is included.

Its aim is to help the girls care for the

toddlers in an understanding manner, and to give them an idea of the typical

behavior and play interests of their small charges.

In order to comply with

an expressed desire for the girls to do some foods work, it is arranged to

have them plan and make simple refreshments for a party for the children.
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It is hoped that this will not only give them a little ability to work
in a kitchen, but will encourage them to choose simple correct foods for

younger brothers and sisters.
As in the previous grade, the lessons will not necessarily be
given in the order here shown, but will be presented at times when they

will be most beneficial to the children being taught.

In some cases, the

probable time of presentation is written beside the number of lessons.
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A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING - GRADE VI

Tim© - 55 minutes per week

38 weeks per year

Objectives

1. To further develop the desire to sew, and to
give necessary skills, in that direction.
2* To give elementary knowledge of textiles*

3* To help children become more intelligent con
sumers*
4* To increase ability to help at home*
5* To further develop the desire to eat a variety
of foods through an understanding of why each
is needed*
6* To develop a better understanding of little
children*

7* To promote the habit of sufficient sleep,
through knowledge of a need for it*
8* To encourage wise use of leisure*

INTRODUCTORY UNIT

1 Lesson

Pupil Aims
1. To realize the pro
gress made the pre
ceding year, and in
•what respects it
has helped everyday
living.
2. To establish goals
for the year’s
course.
3. To feel a growing
responsibility in
the life of the
home.
4. To feel a desire to
progress in home
making activities.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
What are we going to
do in class this year?

Activities
1. Review accomplish
ment of Grade V.
List on board.
2. Discuss those about
which more help is
needed.
3. Again discuss mother’s
daily activities and
select those with
which Grade VI girls
can help.
4. Develop a list of
desirable goals and
accomplishments for
Grade VI.

Outcomes

1. An understanding of
the aims of the
course.
2. A list of desirable
goals, made by the
class, under guid
ance of the teacher.

Materials and References
Pictures suggestive of
suitable activities
for these children.
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UNIT I - CLOTHING

23 Lessons

Pupil Aims

6 Lessons (Early Fall)

1* To learn same new
members of the cotton family, and to
become acquainted
with the linen
family#
2. To learn how to hem.
3. To learn how to crossstitch on largest
size canvas.
4. To experience pleasure in a simple article
well done.
5. To make a towel to use
for "foods” work.
6. To learn what materials
are used for towels
for different purposes.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 1
■What kind of material
shall I buy for a hand
towel?

Activities
1. Study of towels brought
in by various class
members, to find
(a) Sizes for various
uses
(b) Materials and
finishes
(c) Cost
(d) Durability
(e) Suitability to purpose
2. List names of kinds
found* and decide which
materials will best
suit class needs.
Problem 2.
How shall I make my
towel?
>

Activities
1. Construction involving
(a) Pulling threads
(b) Basting
(e) Hand heming
(d) Applying initials
by using largest
canvas.

Materials and References

Outcomes
1. Knowledge of materials suitable
for towels.
2. Knowledge of purpose of various
finishes on toweling materials o
3. Knowledge of what
to buy for hand
towel to make in
class.

Towels brought from home.
A finished towel similar
to those they will make.
Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units" pp.
99-110
Morrison: "Judging
Fabric Quality" pp. 24, 13-21

Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress" pp.
410-416
Large cloth for demonstration of stitches.

4. Ability to hem by
hand.
5. Ability to crossstitch on largest
canvas.

.
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Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

2. Evalutation of finished
product, and exhibit
of them in home room.

6. Ability and will
ingness to judge
finished product
by comparison with
classmates.

Problems
■What can we make in our
leisure time at home?

1. Something to con
tribute to the Red
Cross for a Christ
mas gift.
2. Better understand
ing of the costumes
typical of the
country being
studied.
3 o More skill in sew
ing practices al
ready learned.
4. Worthwhile use of
leisure*

Materials and References

2 Lessons in class time*
Check-ups thereafter.
To be begun in November*

1. To have something worth
while to do in leisure
time.
2. To give pleasure to
other people at Christ
mas.
3. To become more skill
ful in sewing*

Activities
1. Class make two large
rag dolls, and dress
them in costumes of
the country being
then studied in
geography.

National Geographic
Magazines (for costume
suggestions)

McCall pattern for rag
dolls.
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________ Pupil Aims
12-15 Lessons

Pupil Problems
_____ and Activities
Problem:
How can I make an
apron for Foods Class?
2. What kind of ma
terial and how much
shall I buy?

1. To make an apron to
wear in Foods Class.
2. To learn to combine
colors attractively.
3. To get more practice
in the use of the sew
Activities
ing machine.
1. Study various ready
4. To learn names of ma
made aprons, to dis
terials that are appro
cover
priate for making
(a) Reasons for
aprons.
various prices
5. To be able to buy ready
(b)
Care in construc
made aprons more intel
tion
ligently.
(c) Color combina
6. To understand the value
tions
of knowing how to sew.
(d)
Probable durabil
7. To learn how to thread
ity
the bobbin.
(e) Guarantees for
shrinkage, fading,
etc.
2* Look at different kinds
of materials to dis
cover which will best
suit the problem in
hand.
3. Make a list of possible
choices, and amount
needed for apron.
4. Figure cost.

Outcomes

Knowledge of qual
ities to look for
in ready-made
aprons•
Definite standards
of values desirable
in apron materials.
An active interest
in choosing pleas
ing color combina
tions.
More ability to use
sewing machines.
A finished product
that will give satis
faction because
(a) It is well done
(b) The child made
it
(o) It will be worn
at school.

Materials and References
Morrison: “Judging
Fabric Quality” pp. 2,
3, 13, 18-22

Kansas State College
Bulletin No. 9, p. 20
Friant, Turner, Miller:
“Clothing” pp. 45-46

Rathbone and Tarpley:
“Fabrics and Dress” pp
95-101

Ready-made aprons bor
rowed from stores.
Samples of materials
suitable for aprons.

Singer Chart for thread
ing bobbins.

Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

Materials and References

5. Make an apron involv
ing
(a) Cutting by a pat
tern.
(b) Basting.
(c) Using sewing machine>
including winding of
bobbins.
(d) Applying rickrack.
(e) Making stitched hems.
(f) Evaluate finished
product by score
chart made up by
class members.
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UNIT II - HELPING AT HOME

5 Lessons

Pupil Aims
2 Lessons

1. To learn how to wash
and iron the Foods
apron*
2. To learn how to iron
and fold slips and
underwear.
3. To be able to help
with the ironing at
home in such a way
that it will be both
well donef and a
pleasure to do it.
4. To know something
about the uses of
different kinds of
soaps.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 1:
What is the best way to
wash and iron my new apron?

Activities
1. Discussion of parts of
apron that become most
soiled.
2. Discussion of effects
of strong and mild soaps
on fabric and color.
3. Class test various soaps
for alkaline strength,
by use of litmus, and
neutralizing.
4. Observation of the washing, rinsing, starching,
and ironing of an apron.

Outcomes
1. Ability to care for
washing and ironing
of Foods apron, and
a desire to take
care of it.
2. A feeling of pride
in being well-groomed.
3. A knowledge that there
are different soaps
for different purposes.

4. A knowledge of general methods for satisfactory ironing and
folding of slips and
Activities
underwear.
1. Observe different types
5. A greater desire to
of slips, and different
help with the family
materials used for slips.
ironing.
2. Evolve a general pro6. Increased ability to
cedure for ironing slips
iron slips and underin general.
wear, through prac
tice in doing it.

Problem 2.
How should one iron and
fold slips and underwear?

Materials and References
Ryan: "Your Clothes and
Personality” p. 289

Van Gilder: ”From Thimble
to Gown” p. 277
Pictures
Different kinds of soaps
and soap flakes.

Litmus paper
Acid for neutralizing

Test tubas
Starch

Children’s slips and underwear

Pupil Aims

5. To be able to help
fold and put away
the clothes*

1 Lesson

1. To be able to sew
buttons on clothes
correctly.
2• To be able to care
for simple personal
or family mending,
in the form of sew
ing on buttons*

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

Materials and References

3. Discuss materials need
ing special care in
ironing (rayons)*
4* Observe how slips and
underwear can best be
folded. Practice fold
ing them*
5* Make a 'helping at
home* chart to be
checked each week, for
one month.

Problem:
What is the best way to
sew on buttons?

Activities
1. Look at different types
of buttons.
2. Discuss types usually
found on their clothes*
3. Observe the correct way
to sew on a button.
4. Sew buttons on some gar
ment that needs them.

1. Ability to sew on
buttons correctly.
2. A desire to keep
buttons sewed on
her own clothes.
3* A willingness to
help with family
mending*

Ryan: "Your Clothes and
Personality" p. 259

Van Gilder: "From Thimble
to Gown" pp. 137-139

Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress" p*
289

Pupil Aims

2 Lessons
(To precede a holiday)

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem:
■What can I do to help
mother get ready for din
ner guests? How can I
help them to enjoy them
selves? What rules of
common courtesy do I
need to know?

1. To gain further abil
ity to set the table
correctly.
2. To learn some essen
tial manners, and com
mon courtesy at meal
times.
Activities
3. To be able to help
1. Work out together a
mother when preparing
list of things neces
for company.
sary to know, in
4. To be able to help ex
order to set the
tend the atmosphere of
table entirely un
hospitality and culture
assisted.
in the home*
2. Learn how to do those
things •
3. Study pictures for
ideas for table dec
orations •
4. Make a centerpiece
_ for the school din
ing-room, suitable
for the season.
5. Read and dramatize
table manners and
simple courtesies
that should be prac
ticed at home.
6. Take home written sug
gestions to use when
setting the table at
home.

Outcomes
1. Increased skill in
setting the table.
2. Interest in making
the table look at
tractive.
3. Pleasure in helping
mother get ready for
company.
4. A desire to be a good
hostess.

Materials and References

Harris and Lacey: Every
day Foods” pp. 310-321
Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family” pp* 224228
Justin, Rust, Vail:
pp. 334-345
Leaf:

"Fools"

"Manners Can Be Fun”

Pictures from magazines
Miller, Friant, Turner:
"Beginning Foods" pp. 25,
41-49

Large photographs from
Bailey:
"Meal Planning
and Table Service"
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UNIT III - FOODS
5 Lessons
-1-------- -- ---------Pupil Aims

4 Lessons (Preferablygiven in the Fall or
early Winter)
1. To become eager to
choose a variety of
foods because of a
knowledge of why
they are needed.
2. To want to learn to
eat foods not pre
viously liked.
3. To influence other
members of the
family to choose
foods more wisely.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problems
What difference does it
make, which foods I eat?

Outcomes

1. A realization of
why mother ex
pects them to eat
certain foods.
Activities
2.
A
desire to be
1. A class study of the
healthy because
foods that help growth,
of a knowledge of
give energy for work
the advantages of
and play, and furnish
good health.
health protection, by
3. Definite standards
(a) Study of pictures of
for daily food
healthy and un
selection.
healthy children and
4. Practice in recog
animals.
nition of foods
(b) Discussion of char
that contribute
acteristics of good
needed factors.
health, and why every
5. At least some
one should strive for
beneficial influ
it.
ence on other
(c) Rat feeding experi
members of the
ments •
family.
(d) Experiments as sug
gested in ’’Foods and
Your Body.”
(e) Review of last year’s
information, on what
different groups of
foods there are.
(f) Keeping record, for a
week, of foods eaten
each day, that help
growth, energy, and
protection.

Materials and References

Pfaffman and Stern:
’’Foods and Your Body”
Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: ’’Building Good
Health” pp. 26-40

’’Child Feeding Charts”
from Bureau of Home Eco
nomics
Pictures from magazines
Rose: ”Teaching Nutri
tion to Boys and Girls”
pp. 168-172, 1-50.

co
co

Pupil Aims

1 Lesson
1* To learn that sleep,
as well as food is
necessary for good
physical and mental
health.
2. To find out how much
sleep is needed for
different ages, es
pecially their own.
3. To learn the import
ance of plenty of
sleep, for the school
year.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
Why should I go to bed
early?

Activities
1. Discussion of what hap
pens to us when we
sleep.
2. Study of number of hours
sleep needed each night.
3. Making of list of sug
gestions of means of
getting restful sleep.
4. Making of posters, us
ing these suggestions,
for various rooms in
school.
5. Keeping record, for one
week, of number of hours
she sleeps each night.
6. Discuss types of, stories
of value for younger
brothers and sisters, be
fore bedtime.
7. Select radio programs
that will help one feel
relaxed before going to
bed.

Outcomes

1. A knowledge of the
value of sleep for
health and happi
ness.
2. Knowledge of the
amount of sleep re
quired for dif
ferent ages.
3. More interest in
going to bed early.
4. Suggestions for
bed-time care of
younger brothers
and sisters.
5. An effort to make
other children in
the school interested
in going to bed early.

Materials and References
Rose: ’’Teaching Nu
trition to Boys and
Girls" pp • 26-27

Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: "Building
Good Health" pp.
182-199

Ryan: "Your Clothes
and Personality" pp.
310-311
A finished poster on
sleep.
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UNIT IV - CARE OF LITTLE CHILDREN
3 Lessons

Pupil Aims

3 Lessons
(I el Spring, if possible)
1. To understand -what
toddlers like to do.
2. To learn a few
simple rules for how
to manage little
children.
3. To be better able to
take care of little
children.
4. To learn to prepare
simple refreshments
for children.
5. To get a chance to
prepare simple food.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
What can I do to entertain my little brother and
sister? What kinds of
foods are good for little
children?

Activities
1. Discussion of ages of
children that these
girls take care of.
2. Discussion of problems that arise, and
how they meet them.
3. Making of plans to
bring children in, to
play at school.
(a) Decide on refresh
ments.
(b) Get suggestions of
what to look for,
in watching group.
(c) Make plans for what
different kinds of
playthings to have
on hand.
4. Follow-up the party
with discussion on in
formation gained, and
how it can be used in
caring for other little
children.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Materials and References
Outcomes
A realization that
Pictures of little
children at different
a child is not a
kinds of play.
plaything.
A little understandPictures of little
ing of what various
children eating.
ages like to do.
A little wiser handling of the child
Coss: "Girls and Their
Problems" pp. 92-103
that each girl
cares for.
Turner, Miller, Friant:
An understanding
"Child Development" pp.
of some foods valu5-27
able for the small
child.
Graves and Ott: "Your
The fun of having
Home and Family" pp.
the party, and pre99-113
paring the refresh
ments.
Trilling and Nicholas:
A better understand
/The Girl and Her Home"
ing of younger
brothers and sisters. pp. 207-211, 225-227,
213-230, 193-212
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Summary of Course in Homemaking - Grade VI

Articles to be made

1. Hand towel, with initials.
2. Rag dolls with costumes of foreign country.

3. Apron for Foods class.

Construction work to be mastered
1. Hand hemming.

2. Cross stitch on largest canvas.
3. Cutting article from simple pattern.

4. Straight and curved lines in stitching.

Ability in use of machine
1. Review and practice of Grade V accomplishments.

2. Threading the bobbin.

Other abilities and achievements
1. Knowledge of materials suitable for hand towels and for aprons.

2. Knowledge of materials and finishes for towels.
3. Ability to buy aprons intelligently.

4. Farther ability to set a table, and rules for table service.
5. Ability to sew on buttons.

6. Ability to wash and iron Foods apron, and simple underwear.

7. Knowledge of contribution of various foods to the body.
8. Understanding of the value of plenty of sleep.

9. Increased understanding of the care of little children.
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CHAPTER VI

A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING FOR GRADE VII

In accordance with the findings from this study* the units pre
sented for Grade VII are centered around Foods* Clothing* and Personal
Development.

Because of the material covered in the soienoe classes*

several topics needed are not included in the Homemaking course.

It may

be of interest and value to the readers to know briefly the phases of the

work pertinent to the homemaking course* that are given in the science

classes.

First* a study of the different classes of foods is done* largely

by testing a variety of foods and placing them in their proper groups.

Second* the contribution of foods to the body is reviewed* daily standards

are set up* and account is kept of home diets.

These diets are studied in

class* with the aim of finding their virtues and faults* and to suggest
possible changes.

hygiene.

Third* a series of lessons is given on physiology and

The aim of these lessons is to help the children understand their

body needs* and to want to be responsible for them through a realization of

the importance of doing so.

This series includes a brief study of the di

gestive tract* the effect of posture on health* the composition and care of

teeth* the means and value of having rich red blood* sleep and its relation
to health* the action of the circulatory system* the effect of exercise*

deep-breathing* and mental health on digestion and well-being* and the neces
sity for good health habits.

The habit of tea and coffee drinking is in

cluded in the discussion of health habits* and will be stressed more than
formerly* due to the findings from this study.
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A related study of plants as food makers of the world helps further*
in the knowledge of composition of foods •
In the Foods Unit given in this grade the work is eentered around

the preparing and serving of breakfasts*

It is the aim of the course to de

velop in the children skills* habits, and abilities that will be of immedi
ate use in their everyday lives.

This Foods unit also includes the prepara

tion of simple party refreshments* and offers opportunities to entertain their

mothers and friends.

A short unit on Personal Appearance and Personality Development is

planned* to help the girl in her growing interest in good grooming and popu

larity.

Judging from the interest shown in movie stars* and by the number of

girls who are entirely responsible for the care of their hair and other matters
of grooming* Grade VII is an ideal group in which to begin giving definite

help in that direction.

The Clothing Unit is a continuation of work begun in the two grades

preceding Grade VII.
ed.

In this elass old skills are reviewed and new ones add

Stress is placed on helping the children learn to buy intelligently those

articles of wearing apparel for which they go shopping alone.
the buying units are concerned with pajamas and shoes.

In this group

Increased need for

ability to repair clothing has resulted in a short time being devoted to that

subject.

In every unit the author has tried to use interests indicated in

their check lists* as means of motivation.
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A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING - GRADE VII

Time - 1 single period (55 min*) and 1 double period (90 min.) per week*
38 weeks per year*

Objectives

1. To develop habits and skills needed for worthy home
membership*
2* To build up at school a sense of responsibility for
obligations similar to those needed at home*
3* To develop ability to prepare within reasonable time
an attractive low cost breakfast, and to realize the
need for such* as well as its relation to other meals*

4* To give understanding of nutritive values of various
foods*

5* To develop a spirit of hospitality, tempered with good
taste and a reasonable sense of economy*
6* To develop ability to make a simple garment*

7* To help the children become intelligent consumer buyers*

8* To develop a desire to care for own clothing, and to
give some ability in this direction*
9* To give information that will help them in their personal
grooming*

10* To bring about oonsoious effort to improve personality*

11* To develop thoughtfulness of others*

INTRODUCTORY UNIT
2 Lessons (1 week)

_______ Pupil Aims__________
2 Lessons

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem 1.
What will be included
in our course this year?

1. To become acquainted
with the possibilities
of the year’s course.
Activities.
2. To realize in what ways
1. Discussion of previous
the course can help
accomplishments in
everyday living.
Grades V and VI.
3. To become acquainted
2. Observation of pictures
with the homemaking
and other illustrative
rooms.
material in the room;
4. To feel a sense of
that might give ideas
pride in the depart
for goals for the year.
ment and a desire to
3. Discussion of help,
help in its care.
given or needed at home,
5. To realize the need for
that might suggest class
good housekeeping habits
activities•
6. To establish a system
4. Setting up of definite
for taking care of house1
goals by class.
keeping tasks.
Problem 2.
How can I become familiar
with the department in order
to feel at home when working
in it?

Outcomes

Materials and References
Graves and Ott: “Your
Home and Family" pp.
43-52

A realization of
progress in home
making activities
during Grades V
and VI.
2. An understanding
of the relation of
the work at school
to everyday living.
Definite goals and
standards toward
which to be working
this year.
4* A desire to learn
how to improve both
as a person, and as
a member of a family
unit.
5* A feeling of famili
arity with the home
making department.

Trilling and Nicholas:
“The Girl and Her Home"
pp. 22-23, 58-59

Coss: "Girls and Their
Problems" pp. 80-83,
142-144

Activities•
General inspection of all
rooms, to locate large
equipment
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Pupil Aims

1

Pupil Problems
and Activities
2. Opportunity to look
around individually,
and to find where
things are kept*
3* Class oral contest to
find which people made
the most accurate ob
servations*
4* A careful group study
to become familiar with
kitchen desk equipment location and names of
small equipment*

Outcomes

6* A knowledge of the
names and proper
location of small
equipment in the
department*

Problem 3*
How can we best take
care of our department
in order to keep it at
tractive in appearance,
and to accomplish the
most in the time alloted?

Activities.
1* Set up standards of
care and cleanliness
for the department,
similar to home stand
ards.
2* Establish school house
keeping lists, and a
means of dividing this
work among the class
members*

7. A list of housekeep
ing duties for the
department and a
system for class ex
ecution of these
duties*

Materials and References

UNIT I - FOODS - A.

THE BREAKFAST

28 Lessons (14 weeks)

Pupil Aims
2 Lessons (1 week)

1. To find their own present
level of ability.
2. To learn how to measure
liquid and dry ingredients
accurately.
5. To learn the abbreviations
commonly used.
4. To become able to work
neatly, efficiently, quick
ly and quietly in the
kitchen.
5. To learn to plan and to
use time wisely.
6. To maintain a high standard
of personal cleanliness,
especially when working in
the kitchen.
7. To be able to prepare foods
at home because of abili
ties learned at school.

Pupil trotlems
and Activities

Problem 1.
What information must
I have in order to be
able to work satisfacto
rily in the kitchen?

Outcomes

1. Knowledge of the
children’s present
information re
garding simple
food preparation,
work in the
Activities.
kitchen, and food
1. Take a survey test in
values.
order to find informa
2. A system for exe
tion already known.
cuting simple
2. Find out, through
routine work in
teacher demonstration
the kitchen ef
and pupil practice,
ficiently.
how to measure liquid 3. Knowledge of
and dry ingredients.
essential equiva
3. Find out from text
lents and ab
books, the common
breviations used
equivalents and ab
in cooking.
breviations, and learn 4. A desire to main
them through use.
tain suitable
4. Discuss and establish
standards of
simple useful methods
cleanliness when
for routine kitchen
doing foods work.
work, e. g., dishwash
ing, care of towels,
cleaning up, etc.
5. Decide upon desirable
minimum standards of
personal cleanliness
to be maintained in
the kitchen.

Materials and References
Graves and Ott:
"Your Home and
Family" p. 171

Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’s Food"
pp. 283—300

Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp.
389-392

Pictures from magazines
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Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities

2 Lessons (1 week)

Problem 2*
Why is breakfast im1* To understand, the re
portant?
Of what foods
lation of food to
is
breakfast
usually canhealth and happiness*
posed? Why? What rela
2* To realize the importance
tion has breakfast to the
of eating a good break
other meals of the day?
fast*
3* To be able to plan break
Activities*
fasts that will furnish
1* Discuss the importance
a proper proportion of
of being well* in rela
the daily intake*
tion to work, play,
4* To learn the contribu
appearance, happiness,
tion of customary break
ability to earn money,
fast foods to the body*
etc*
2* Discuss factors that
are characteristic of
healthy people*
3* Make up list of ways
of becoming, or staying
healthy*
4* Study breakfast menus
found in magazines, to
discover what types of
foods are usually in
cluded in breakfast
menus*
5* Discuss factors that
would influence the
amount and kind of break
fast to be eaten*
6* Put food models in
'‘growth, energy, and
protective foods” piles*
7* Make up breakfasts, se
lecting some foods from
each group*

Outcomes

1* A desire to have
excellent health*
2* A desire to eat a
good breakfast
every day in order
to do good work,
and to feel happy*
3* An understanding
that poor health
does not necessa
rily mean obvious
illness*
4* A review of the
contribution of
various foods to
body needs*
5. An understanding
of how to plan an
attractive, low
cost, suitable
breakfast*

Materials and References
Rose: "Teaching Nu
trition to Boys and
Girls" pp. 15-50

Pictures from Rose’s
book, from Nutrition
and Child Feeding Charts,
and from magazines*
Menu pages from "Ameri
can Cookery"

Samples and pictures of
a variety of foods
Graves and Otts "Your
Home and Family" - Unit
4 pp* 53-70

Lanman, McKay, Zuillt
"The Family’s Food" pp«
427-462

Pupil Aims
24 Lessons (12 weeks)
1* To be able to prepare
various types of break
fast foods*
2* To learn to like a
variety of foods*
3* To gain in ability to
work well and easily in
the kitchen*
4* To become interested in
efficient management of
time*
5* To learn how to select
foods that are healthful
but inexpensive*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 3*
What skills and knowledge must I acquire in
order to prepare breakfasts?

Outcomes

H aterials and References

1* Ability to plan,
prepare and serve
a simple breakfast*
2* Ability to work in
the kitchen with
Activities*
attention to time,
T. Practice lessons involvefficiency, and
ing preparation of
reasonable neatbeverages, cereals.
ness*
breads, eggs, bacon.
3* Appreciation of
etc. beginning with simmother's task, and
pie operations, and ina desire to help
creasing in amount and
with the work at
difficulty*
home*
2* Lessons which will in4* A spirit of cooperavolve
tion in carrying out
(a) Handling and correct
class activities*
use of utensils
5* Acceptance of re(b) Kitchen routines
sponsibility in
(c) Problems in cooperaproblems arising in
tion
class work*
(d) Opportunities to do 6* A feeling of selfentire processes
reliance in peralone
formance of simple
(e) Responsibilities
home duties*
similar to those
found at home
(f) Time and money management
(g) Table setting and
correct table manziers*

Miller, Friant, Turner:
‘'Beginning Foods” pp.
1-49
Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family” .pp*
155-174, 216-228

Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
pp• 3—25, 313—340
Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp*
1-70

Bailey: "Meal Planning
and Table Service”

Pupil Aims

6* To learn how to use
correct table manners
through experiences
that need them*
7. To learn the essentials
of home-like hospitality
at meal times*
8* To be able to prepare
and serve a variety of
simple breakfast menus*
simply, correctly, and
attractively.

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

7* Ability to act in
3. The planning, serving,
the capacity of
and giving of group
waitress whether
breakfasts in order
at home, or at
to
(a) Know how to serve
school.
without a waitress. 8* An understanding
(b) Gain practice as
of same of the
duties of a hostess
hostesses, guests*
and guest* and a
waitresses, and
desire to use this
cooks.
(c) Benefit from prac
knowledge outside
of school as well
tice lessons by
as in school*
concluding with a
life situation of
limited time*
money* and number
of people served*

Materials and References

-
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UNIT I - FOODS - B.

PARTY REFRESHMENTS

8 Lessons (4 weeks)

2 Lessons (1 week) - Be
foreChristinas,

1. To be able to make candy
for the enjoyment of
others and for the fun
of doing it.
2. To learn the place of
candy in the diet*

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem 1.
How can I make candy
and be sure it will come
out well? Why canft I
eat candy whenever I wish
to? Is candy ’bad* for
people?
Activities.
1. Observe demonstration
of fudge making by
teacher in order to
learn the following:
(a) Prevention of
crystallization
(b) How to tell when
done
(c) How and when to
beat candy
2. Learn by discussion and
visual aids (as suggested
in "Foods and Your Body,")
the r$le of candy as a
helper in the body.
3. Make colored boxes for
candy to be made in the
next lesson.
4. Class make candy (a
fudge, and some fruit
mixtures), and pack in
Christmas boxes.

Outcomes

1. Ability to make a
"fudge" type of
candy correctly.
2. Knowledge of some
means of prevent
ing crystalliza
tion.
3. An understanding
of the food value
of candies as
compared to other
foods in the diet.
4. A willingness,
through knowl
edge, to give
candy its proper
place in the
diet.

Materials and References
Pfaffman and Stern:
"Foods and Your Body"
pp. 121-132

Bradley: "The Candy
Cook Book" pp. 4851

t
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Pupil Aims

Pupil Aims

2 Lessons ( 1 week) Spring
1. To be able to make
simple cookies for
desserts at home or
for parties at school*
2* To gain more cooking
skills*
3* To learn to pick out
reoipes that will give
abundant food values
as well as good flavor*
4* To know whether it is
better to make or buy
cookies*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 2*
What simple refresh
ments can I make for
company* or for dessert*
or a party?

Activities*
1* Study cookie recipes
in cook books to find
what their chief con
tribution to the diet
is*
2. Re-view meaning of "one
sided” versus "manysided” foods*
3» List the ingredients
that make a cookie val
uable as a health pro
tector*
4* Figure the cost of a
recipe* and compare it
with the price of
similar store cookies*
5* Make drop cookies*

Outcomes
1* Ability to prepare
simple refreshments
for home or school*
2* Same further skills
in cooking and in
kitchen procedures*
3* An appreciation of
the comparative cost
of home made and
commercially made
cookies*
4* Increased conscious
ness for the need of
getting the most
food value possible
in everyday foods*

Materials and References
Pfaffman and Stern:
"Foods and Your Body”
pp* 121-132

Cookie recipes of dif
ferent types*

Samples of commercially
made cookies and prices
of each*
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2 Lessons (1 week) - June
1. To apply principles of
good and poor conductors,
and of transfer of heat
(learned in Science Class)
to the making of ice
cream*
2* To learn how to extend
hospitality to the boys
in the class, by serving
them refreshments*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 3*
How do you make ice
cream?

Activities•
1. Learn (in Science Class)
the science involved
in the making of ice
cream, and the place of
ice cream in the diet*
2. Make plans for inviting
the boys in for ice
cream at the close of
the period*
(a) Provide means of
getting the group
to mingle*
(b) Make booklets, in
form of ice-cream
cones, to suggest
the value of ice
cream as a food*
Use these for
souvenir place
cards*

Outcomes

Materials and References

1* Ability to enter
tain the boys in
the class, with
mutual enjoyment*
2* Practice in being
good hostesses*
3* A willingness to
put ice cream in
its proper place
in the summer
diet*
4* Understanding of
the science involv
ed in the making
of ice cream*

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family" pp*
201-203
Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’s Food"
pp* 593-596
Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp.
200-201, 496-497

trr

Pupil Aims

Pupil Aims

4 Lessons (2 weeks} Probably
in May*
1* To invite mothers to visit
the homemaking department
and to see what has been
accomplished during the
year*
2* To put in practice the infformation learned, in re
gard to party refreshments,
etiquette and manners*
3* To learn how to receive
guests graciously, and to
make them feel at home*

and Activities
Problem 4*
We would like
vite our mothers
see what we have
What plans do we
to make for it?

to in
up to
done*
need

Activities*
1* Decide how the mate
rials can be arranged
so they can be seen
and understood most
easily*
2* Discuss plans for the
making and serving of
refreshments*
3* Discuss means of being
hospitable, and prac
tice receiving each
other, and being good
hostesses*
4* Elect committees, and
divide the work*
5* Send home invitations*
6* Execute plans*

Outcomes

1* An opportunity for
the children to
combine learnings
from various units
into a situation
similar to one that
might arise at home*
2* Practice in the art
of being good
hostesses*
3* A closer tie between
the school and the
home*

Materials and References
Bailey: "Meal Planning
and Table Service"

Post:

"Etiquette"

Brockman: "What Is She
Like?" pp. 4-36
Goodrich: "Living With
Others" pp* 67-80
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UNIT II - PERSONAL APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

6 Lessons (3 weeks)

Pupil Aims
6 Lessons (3 weeks)
1. To realise that popu
larity depends partly
on
(a) Character
(b) Disposition
(c) Physical Appearance
(d) Health
(e) Attitude toward
others.
2. To gain standards for
care of person*
3* To understand personal
difficulties that need
attention, and to try to
remedy them*
4. To realize that if one
wishes to have friends,
one must prove one’s
self friendly.

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem.
How can I be popular
with my classmates,
other friends, and family?

Outcomes

1. A realization
that each girl
is largely re
sponsible for
her own popular
Activities.
ity.
T. Each describe the most
2. Definite stand
popular girl she knows.
ards for physical
2. Compile, from descrip
and mental health,
tions, factors that
and definite ef
they all have in oamr
fort to attain
mon.
them.
3. Make up list of qualities 3. An appraisal of
that class feels are es
herself in order
sential, in order to be
to find strong
popular.
and weak points,
4. Select from class, the
physioally,
girl having the best pos
mentally, and
ture, the best-groomed
socially.
girl, etc.
4. Interest in try
5. Make a class "Hall of
ing to become
Fame” for good personal
more worthy of
appearance.
popularity.
6. Review, by pictures and
discussion, information
learned in science class
regarding teeth, blood,
digestion, posture, etc.

Materials and References

Coss: “Girls and Their
Problems" pp. 8-14
Brockman: "What Is She
Like?" pp. 161-177,
46-77

Hunter: "The Girl Todays
the Woman Tomorrow"
Myers: "Learning to be
Likeable"

A personal collection of
poems.
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Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities
7. Discuss the everyday
care of the hair#
Practice brushing each
other's hair in school#
8# Make up a health chart
for the popular girl,
and have it checked
weekly, for one month.
9# Make charm tests.
10. Discuss qualities in
movie stars, that
make them popular#
11# Each one make a list
of ten characteristics
that she considers
necessary to have#
Discuss these lists,
and suggest ways of
reaching these goals#
12# Make sorapbooks, of
poems, pictures, clip
pings, that will be
helpful to her, in
trying to improve her
self#

Outcomes

Materials and References
Practice Home Economics
“A Charm School Theme for
Club Meetings ” Jan# 1936

Theobalds "Personality
and Personalysisw
Oklahoma Course of Study
1933 - p. 214

Pictures of movie stars

UNIT III - CLOTHING - SELECTION, CONSTRUCTION, CARE

32 Lessone

Pupil Aims
4 Lessons (2 weeks)

1. To be able to choose
articles that are some
times bought alone,
. more wisely*
2• To become interested
in information that one
can expect to find on
labels*
3* To know the names and
characteristies of ma
terials suitable for
pajamas and nightgowns*
4. To be able to recognize
the characteristics of
carefully made ready
made pajamas and night
gowns*

(16 weeks)

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 1.
What information do I
need to know, in order to
buy my pajamas and night
gowns alone?

Activities*
T* Bring in pajamas and
night gowns from home*
If possible, know cost,
age, name of material,
satisfaction given*
2* Examine all articles,
and compile
(a) List of names of
fabrics
(b) Probable reasonable
cost
(c) Desirable qualities
to look for
(d) Information given on
labels
3* Study pictures found in
current fashion magazines,
and store advertisements.
Discuss suitability of
styles, practicability,
information obtainable.

Outcomes
1* A list of sug
gestions that will
help the girl be
a better buyer of
pajamas and under
wear.
2* Knowledge of names
of suitable fabrics,
and their appear
ance, and general
characteristics*
3* Ability to look for
desirable qualities
in ready-made
pajamas and night
gowns*
4* A realization that
the least expensive
garments are not
always the wisest
purchases*

Materials and References
Kansas State College
Bulletin No* 9 pp*
20, 27-29, 33.

Current fashion maga
zines, and newspapers
Rathbone and Tarpleys
"Fabrics and Dress"
pp. 32-45
"Judging Fabric Qual
ity" Bulletin No,
1831, pp. 18-21
Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units" pp*
95-110
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_______ Pupil Aims____________
20 Lessons (10 weeks)
1* To develop further skills
in sewing*
2. To increase confidence and
ability in the use of the
sewing machine*
3* To construct a useful and
pretty article of clothing
for themselves*
4* To gain some knowledge of
the use of the ccmmercial
pattern*
5. To have opportunity to se
lect suitable materials
and to choose pleasing
colors*

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem 2•
How can I make a pair
of pajamas for myself?
Activities *
1* Class observe demon
stration by teacher of
the identification*
fitting, and cutting
of a pattern*
2* Discuss information
found on envelope and
direction sheets, and
pick out essentials
for this project*
3* Discover processes
that must be known in
order to construct the
pajamas•
4* Decide which have been
previously learned and
which are new skills*
5* Using available pieces
of materials, try com
bining colors, to get
pleasing effects*
6* Discuss colors in re
lation to themselves*
7* Study the effect of
various colors on a
blonde, a brunette*
and an in-between type*

Outcomes Materials and References
1* A satisfactory
article of cloth
ing that will
(a) Create desire
to continue
with acquir
ing new skills*
(b) Show evidence
of development
in ability to
choose colors
wisely* and
ability to
work independ
ently and
skillfully*
2* An appreciation of
the values of mak
ing articles of
clothing at home*
3* Same ability to
interpret and use
commercial pat
terns*
4. Increased knowl
edge of members
of the cotton
family*

McCall Co*: "Dress
making Made Easy"

Vogue Co*: "Vogue’s
Book of Dressmaking"

Ryan: "Your Clothes
and Personality" Ch*
IX

Miller* Laitem* Cook:
"Clothing Units"
pp. 42-81
Friant, Turner, Miller:
Clothing - Chap* III

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family" pp*
260-294

Clothing Construction
charts from commercial
pattern companies
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Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities
8. Each girl buy her
own material* and
cut pajamas* under
careful supervision*
9* Make pajamas* re
viewing previously
learned processes
where needed* and
learning new pro
cesses by observing
demonstrations and
by practice.
10. Evaluate work done
by use of a score
chart made up by
class members.

Outcomes

Materials and References

5. Ability to judge
the quality of
their products.

co
o

Pupil Aims
1 Lesson

1. To be able to give more
help with the work at
home.
2. To be able to take care
of her own clothing
needs*
3* To be able to make clothes
last longer and look
better, through proper
care.
4. To improve standards of
good grooming*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 3.
What is the right way
to wash and iron pajamas?

Outcomes

1.

2.
Activities.
1. Discuss factors to be
considered when washing
pajamas, e. g. fading,
3.
shrinking, cleansing,
etc.
2. Observe the washing,
4.
ironing, and folding of
a pair of pajamas.
3. Make a booklet covering
important points includ
ed in the entire project.
4. Wash and iron pajamas at
home, and have mothers
sign booklet.

Materials and References
Ability to be in Van Gilder: "From
dependent in the
Thimble to Gown"
pp. 280, 275-277
care of her own
clothes•
Graves and Ott: "Your
Ability to help
Home
and Family" pp.
with home laundry
284-290
problems more ef
ficiently.
Pride in the care Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units" pp.
and up keep of
82-94
clothing.
Ability to pro
Ryan: "Your Clothes
long the life of
and Personality" pp.
an article be
280-308
cause of proper
care*

Pupil Aims

4 Lessons (2 weeks)
1. To be able to make
simple repairs on
clothing*
2. To desire to keep her
own clothing repaired,
because of the satis
faction it gives.

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem 4.
How can I take care of
my own mending problems?
Activities.
1. Review method of sear
ing on buttons, learned
in Grade VI.
2. Bring in, and learn how
to mend articles needing
simple repairs, e. g.
torn pockets, ripped
seams, old elastic, snaps
or buttons missing.

Outcomes

1. Improvement in
grooming through
increased ability
to repair clothes.
2. Greater interest
in care of cloth
ing*

Materials and References
Clothing construction
charts from commercial
companies
Pictures from magazines
McCall Co.: ”Dressmakiig
Made Easy” pp. 49, 59

9
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Pupil Aims

2-4 Lessons (1—2 weeks)
1. To know important factors
to look for when buying
shoes.
2. To learn the name.s and
relative merits of various fabrics used for
shoes •
3. To learn how to care for
the feet properly, in
order to keep them in
good condition.
4. To learn the effect of
improper foot wear on
the rest of the body.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 5.
How can I know how to
buy shoes that fit me,
and are worth the price
and the purpose for which
I bought them?

Activities
1. Look at each other’s
shoes, to realize differences in materials,
shape, height of heels.
2. Through discussion,
reading and looking
at pictures, decide the
relative merits of different fabrics used.
3. Notice walking habits
by looking in fulllength mirror, and by
studying each other.
4. Get an imprint of foot,
by powdering it, and
stepping on a dark
paper. Study, for arch
position.
5. Observe film slide ’’Care
of Feet,’1 to gain sug
gestions for care of
feet. After seeing film
fill in sheet pertain
ing to care of feet,
which was made up of
useful information shown
in picture.

Outcomes
1. A realization
that the health
of the feet
affects the
health of the
rest of the body.
2. Information that
will help them
choose shoes wisely for comfort,
wear, and economy.
3. A desire to care
for the feet properly, in order
to be happy and
healthy.
4. Interest in proper care of shoes.

Materials and References

Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: ’’Safe and
Healthy Living” pp.
174-178, 202-215

Better Buymanship:
No. 4 - Shoes
Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family" p.
264

Kansas State College
Bulletin No. 9, pp.
38-40

Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress" pp.
116-118

Reich and Siegler:
"Consumer Goods"

Film Slide "Care of Feet"

Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

Materials and References

6. Set up standards for
the selection of shoes,
and standards for foot
care*
7. Set up standards for
care of shoes.
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Summary of Course in Homemaking for Grade VII

Articles to be made

1. A pair of pajamas*

Processes to be learned
1* Use of commercial pattern*

2* Seam finishes*
3* Application of zipper*
4* Use and cutting of bias*

5* Insertion of elastic*

Other abilities related to clothing work

1* Selection of appropriate colors*
2* Increased knowledge of cottons*
3* Ability to buy pajamas and shoes more intelligently*
4* Ability to wash and iron pajamas*

5* Ability to do simple mending*

Accomplishments in foods work

1* Planning, preparing and serving of breakfasts*

2* Making of simple candies*

3* Making of simple party refreshments*
4* Ability to work in the kitchen with reasonable efficiency.

5* Some ability to act as hostess, guest, or waitress*
6* Ability to show hospitality to guests on informal occasions*

7* Understanding of the importance of proper foods, and of the
relation of foods to other health habitso
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Other goals to be attained

1. Ability to care for her own hair*
2* Standards for good grooming*

3. Realization of ways of making and maintaining friendships*
4* Interest in self improvement*
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CHAPTER VII

A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING FOR GRADE VIII

Conclusions drawn from this study indicate that for eighth grade
girls the greatest needs and interests are centered around her clothing
problems*

Consequently* the greatest amount of time in the course of study

is devoted to this unit.

The author has included plans for study of per*

sonal grooming and selection* construction and care of clothing.

Each prob*

lem* as well as the methods for solving them* is based on needs and interests

revealed in findings of this study.

The purpose in this grade is* as in

those given previously* to offer material in school work that will be of

immediate use to the girl in her daily living.
The problems in the unit on leisure time activities are concerned
with knitting* choice of movies* and entertainment of friends.

These lessons

probably will not be given in the order written in the unit* but at the time

of year when they will be most useful to the girls.
In the Foods unit* three weeks are devoted to preservation of foods.

Although* through an error* no question regarding the value of this phase

of the foods work was included in the questionnaire* the author knows from
results of teaching this unit in other years* and from talks with mothers*

that this information is of immediate use to the girls whom she teaches.
This unit also includes help in the buying of canned foods* for findings in

dicate that these girls sometimes shop for the family groceries.
The problems in the luncheon unit attempt to incorporate all pre

vious knowledge of nutrition* and to add to this the fine points of daily
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menu planning.

The unit offers opportunities for management of time,

development of kitchen skills and techniques, planning of meals for the

family, and the gaining of skill in the art of being a waitress, a guest,

and a hostess*

Plans are also included for the presentation of an assembly
program related to the homemaking program*

These plans are included in

the foods unit because it seems that in that field the greatest help can
be given to the other children in the school*

However, this program will

vary from year to year, and can easily be an outgrowth of leisure time

activities, clothing problems, or other phases of homemaking*
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A COURSE OF STUDY IN HOMEMAKING FOR GRADE VIII

Time - 1 single period (55 minutes) and 1 double period (90 minutes)
per week.
38 weeks per year.

Objectives.
1. To give ability to do simple food preservation.
2. To make more intelligent consumers of commeroially canned
foods.

3. To give further ability to plan, prepare, and serve within
reasonable time attractive low cost meals for the family.
4. To promote habits of orderliness and cleanliness about
work.
5. To give further ability as guest and hostess.

6. To develop and practice reasonable standards of courtesy,
manners, and etiquette.
7. To create a desire to practice good health habits.
8. To develop a spirit of cooperation, helpfulness, good sports
manship, and thoughtfulness of others.

9. To develop some ability to judge quality of ready-made school
dresses, and stockings.
10. To give improved standards of good grooming.

11. To give understanding of correct lines and color, for various
types of girls.
12. To develop ability to make a simple appropriate school dress,

13. To develop ability to make simple repairs on clothing,
14. To give further ability to care for own laundry needs,

15. To teach discrimination in choice of movies attended.
16. To encourage worthwhile leisure time activities

INTRODUCTORY UNIT

1 Lesson

Pupil Aims

1. To gain a general
understanding of
the course for the
year*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem:
Wat kinds of homemaking
problems will we study this
year?

Activiti es•
1. A review (or summary) of
the units of the previous
year, considering the
accomplishments of each
unit*
2* A survey test that in
cludes materials that may
be given during the year,
in order to find present
abilities and needs*
3* A discussion of problems
of clothing, foods, per
sonal care, and interests,
helping at home, etc* in
order to find which ones
are most vital to them*
4* Making of a list of goals
toward which to work dur
ing the year*
5* Selection of Unit I*

Outcomes

Materials and References

1. A realization of the
progress made in the
preceding year*
2* A feeling that the
homemaking course is
their own, and that
it is made to suit
and fulfill the needs
met by them in their
everyday lives*
3* Knowledge of the unit
to be studied first,
in order to be getting
material ready for
that unit*

Coss: “Girls and Their
Problems"
Friant, Turner, Miller:
“Clothing"

Miller, Friant, Turner:
"Beginning Foods"
Justin and Rust:
Living"

"Home

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family"
Pictures from magazines
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UNIT I - CLOTHING - SELECTION, CONSTRUCTION, CARE
37 Lessons (19 weeks)

Pupil Aims
4 Lessons (2 weeks)

1* To find what factors
must be considered in
order to be welldressed*
2. To learn personal assets
and liabilities, and to
know* how to correct the
latter*
3* To learn seme of the
different personality
types, and to find her
own grouping*
4. To discover the effect
of various colors on
girls of different
color-types*
5* To realize the effect
of the lines of a cos
tume, on the wearer*
6* To know what lines and
colors are best for her*

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem I*
How can I be a welldressed person, even
though I have very little
money to spend?

, Outcomes Materials and References

1. An understanding
of the effect of
line and color on
various types of
people* .
2. A knowledge of
Activities
personal physical
1* Each girl think of one
assets and liabil
person of her age wham
ities, and a de
she considers wellsire to correct
dressed.
the latter*
2* Write down reasons why
3* Information that
she thinks so*
will enable each
3. Make a class list of
girl to select
the necessary qualifi
clothes becoming
cations of a wellto her*
dressed eighth grade
4. An understanding
girl.
of the need of
4* Pick out the points
wearing clothes
this class needs help
suitable for vari
on, and use as basis
ous occasions*
of class study*
5. Ability to choose
5* Each find her relative
a wardrobe that
height, coloring, size,
will meet the needs
and posture, by ccmof all occasions*
parison with other
members of the class*
6* Make a record of these
facts in "Personal Por
trait."

Ryan: "Your Clothes and
Personality" Ch. IV
Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress" Ch*
V and VI

Brockman: "What Is She
Like?" pp. 80-83

Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units*" pp*
123-128
Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family" pp*
256-264
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Pupil Aims

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Each study her figure
proportions, by measuring
each other and recording
findings. Find in what
respects if any she is
different from average.
Observe the effect of
various lines on different
type figures, by trying
costumes on doll models.
Record in book, sugges
tions that will be useful
to her, in clothing se
lection.
Drape a blonde, a bru
nette, a titian, and an
in-between type, with
various colors. Select
those which seem to be
most flattering to each.
Record in book colors
that will probably be
best for herself.
Discuss types of people e. g. sports, dainty, etc.
Try to identify herself
with one group.
Take home books. Ask
mother to check them, and
to send back suggestions.

Outcomes

Materials and References
School Sewing Services
"Personal Portrait"

Doll Models and Dresses
Cloth of many colors, for
draping.

Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities

14. Study movie actresses*
clothes* Try to decide
why they have chosen
certain types.
15. Study the page "Do You
Believe in Miracles?"
Pick out a costume from
a magazine that would
have lines becoming to
her. Mount it. Tell
what it would do for
the figure that would
be beneficial.

16. Discuss the factors
that make clothes suit
able or unsuitable for
various situations.
Determine the occasions
for which the average
eighth grade girl needs
to be prepared.
17. Select or draw pictures
for her own wardrobe and
put in "Personal Por
trait.".

Outcomes

Materials and References

■

Pupil Aims

2 Lessons (1 week)
1. To learn the names and
characteristics of com
mon cotton dress mate
rials •
2. To become able to judge
the quality of a piece
of cotton material*
3* To understand what pro
cesses are responsible
for the differences in
finished appearance of
materials*
4. To know how to get
fabrics that will not
shrink or fade*
5* To be capable of select
ing materials for a
school dress*

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Outcomes

1. Knowledge! of the fac
tors that effect the
finished appearance
of cotton materials*
2* A better understand
Activities *
ing of the weaves
1* Look at the dresses
used in cotton ma
being worn by each
terials*
other* Try to name
3* Ability to select
them*
cotton dress mate
2* Discuss and list the
rials more wisely in
qualities essential
regard to value re
in materials used for
ceived and suitabil
a school dress*
ity to purpose*
3* Learn the meaning of
4. Knowledge of mean
’sanforised1, ’sanitiz
ings of sanforized,
ed’, ’fast color’,
sanitized, and fast
etc •
color*
4* Study samples of vari 5. A realization of
ous kinds of cottons*
the value of purchas
Try to find whether
ing fabric and pat
the difference is in
tern at the same
the weave, the dyeing,
time*
the finish, or what,
6* Knowledge of the
5* Wash a good and a poor
names of common
piece of a cotton ma
cotton materials*
Ability to identify
terial* Watch for
changes in color, size,
them*
ravelling.
6. Observe weaves under
magnifying glass*
Notice difference in
closeness of weaves,
in good and poor qual
ity fabrics.

Problem
What kind of cloth
should I get for a
school dress?

Materials and References
Morrisons "Judging
Fabric Quality" pp*
2, 3, 13-22
Ryan: "Your Clothes
and Personality" pp.
114-118

Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units" pp*
99-110

Magnifying glasses
Samples of cotton mate
rials*
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Pupil Aims

1 Lesson

1. To know the names and
characteristics of
different Commercial
Patterns.
2. To be able to select a
pattern that will be
becoming, but not too
difficult to make.
3. To be able to read in
telligently the infor
mation given on the
pattern regarding ma
terials required.

Pupil Problems

and Activities________
7. List the information
desirable, before pur
chasing cloth.
8. Decide how much of
that information one
can get, and to what
extent one has to rely
on the store.
9. List materials suit
able for cotton dresses.
10. Discuss the close rela
tion of material to
pattern.

Problem 3.
What factors besides
those already learned,
should govern my choice
of a pattern?
Activities.
1. Look at envelopes to
get the names of pat
tern companies, and
prices.
2. Discuss idle relative
merits of each pat
tern.
3. Discuss processes of
construction that
have been previously
learned.

Outcomes

1. Knowledge of the
nature of the dif
ferent commercial
patterns.
2. Ability to choose
pattern and cloth
that are suited
to each other.
3. Ability to choose
a pattern suitable
for herself and
the occasion for
which the garment
will be used.
4. Ability to read
the amount of mate
rial that must be
purchased for the
pattern selected.

Materials and References

Patterns from each com
pany that sells patterns
in Salem.

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family" pp*
270-271
Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress" pp.
245-248

Ryan: "Your Clothes and
Personality" pp. 230231
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Pupil Aims
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Study one pattern as
a group, in order to
find what construction
processes would be in
volved.
Decide what types of
sleeves, finishes,
skirts, blouses, etc.
will involve greatest
use of skills.
Review information
learned about effect
of various lines on
different types.
Each girl write down
suggestions for her
self in regard to lines
and construction.
Discuss use of mate
rials with definite de
sign or grain, in rela
tion to pattern.
Each learn how to find
the amounts of material
needed for a definite
pattern.

Outcomes
5. Ability to analyze
the relative con
struction diffi
culties of vari- .
ous patterns.

Materials and References
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Pupil Aims
24 Lessons (12 weeks)
1. To be able to use a direc
tion sheet*
2. To be able to cut out* fit*
and make a school dress*
3* To have an opportunity to
practice previously learned
sewing skills* and to learn
many new ones*
4. To learn how to press a
dress*

Pupil Problems
Activities
Problem 4*
How shall I construct
my garment?

Outcomes

1* A dress that fits
well, and is be
coming in line
and color*
Activities*
1* Study patterns together* 2. Ability to do all
the necessary pro
to learn how to use di
cesses involved in
rection sheets, to be
the making of
able to find pattern
simple dresses.
pieces needed, and to
select the correct pat 3* More ability to
help with the home
tern lay-out*
clothing problems*
2* Observe a demonstra
4* A desire to con
tion of the fitting
struct other
and altering of a pat
articles
of wear
tern*
ing apparel be
3* Learn new construction
cause of pleasure
processes, as group is
and
satisfaction
ready for them*
felt
in the
4* Observe demonstration
article
made at
of pressing of dress*
school*
Each press her own*
5. Evaluate dresses by
score card made up by
the group*

Materials and References
Miller, Laitem, Cook:
’’Clothing Units” pp*
139-150

Ryan:
"Your Clothes
and Personality” pp.
230-268
Friant, Turner, Miller:
”Clothing” pp. 31-55
Rathbone and Tarpley:
”Fabrics and Dress”
pp* 245-293

McCall Co.: "Dress
making Made Easy”

Vogue Co.: "Vogue’s
Book of Smart Dress
making"

Charts from School
Sewing Service

Crt

Pupil Aims
1 Lesson
1* To learn how to take
care of the dress made
at school*
2. To become able to help
more with the family
laundry problems*
3* To understand the causes
of fading, and how to
prevent it*
4* To review the uses of
various laundry soaps*

Note:

Stain removal is
taught in connec
tion with Grade
VIII Science

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 5*
What is the correct
way to wash and iron
my dress, in order to
prevent fading, and to
keep it looking fresh
and new?

Activities*
1* Discuss effects of
mild and harsh soaps,
and of strong sun, on
colors*
2* Observe demonstration
of washing of a cot
ton dress*
3. Make note of method
of procedure in order
to make use of the
suggestions at home*
4* Watch the ironing of
a school dress, with
special attention to
double and curved sur
faces, pleats, sleeves,
seams and hems*

Outcomes
1* Ability to wash
and iron everyday
dresses in a satis
factory manner*
2* Understanding of
the causes and
prevention of fad
ing of colors*
3. Ability and desire
to help more with
the family laundry
problems •

Materials and References
Picture of results of
correct and incorrect
ironing of dress
Samples of various
laundry soaps

Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress” pp.
336-338

Ryan: "Your Clothes
and Personality" pp.
275-286
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Pupil Aims

2 Lessons (1 week)

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem 6.
What information can I
To learn how to make use
get
that will help me know
of all available informa
how
to buy a school dress?
tion that should be known
about the dress.
Activities.
To know the points of
construction that should 1. Study dress labels, to
find what information
be noticed particularly.
is available.
To understand the cause
2.
Discuss the factors
of wide ranges of prices
that
one should know
in dresses of similar
when
selecting
a dress
type.
(a) Current style
To learn the dangers of
(b) Becomingness to
bargain sales.
wearer
To learn to think of a
(c) Construction
dress as a part of a
(d) Guarantees against
wardrobe and not an iso
shrinkage and fad
lated article.
ing
(e) Suitability to
occasion
(f) Care required
(g) Harmony with other
clothes
3. Discuss reasons for wide
ranges in price. Dis
cuss sales.

Outcomes
1. Knowledge of in
formation that can
be obtained from
tags and labels.
2. An understanding
of the factors to
be considered be
fore purchasing a
dress.
3. Understanding of
the causes of price
variations.
4. A feeling of cau
tion in regard to
bargain sales.

Materials and References
Kansas State College
Bulletin No. 9, p. 30

Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress"
pp. 174-184
Ready-made dresses to
study.
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Pupil Aims

1 Lessons

1* To know what qualities
are wanted in hosiery,
and to know whether or
not they are present in
the stockings purchased*
2. To understand a few of
the common terms used
in the manufacture of
hosiery*
3* To know what sizes there
are, and which ones to
choose*
4* To know how to wash
stockings correctly*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 7*
What factors do I need
to consider when purchas
ing stockings and socks?

1.

2*

Activities.
1. Look at a full-fash
ioned stocking, and a
poor grade stocking*
3*
Try to find the dif
ference*
2* Discuss the terms
full-fashioned, semi
4.
fashioned, tubular,
and cut, in order to
understand what pro
cesses each represents*
3* Distinguish between
service weight, semi
service, sheer, and
chiffon*
4. Establish standards of
purchase for different
occasions*
5* Observe the laundering
of stockings, noting
temperature of water,
type of soap used, and
rinsing*
6* Wash stockings or socks
daily for 1 week. Check
on record sheet, and re
turn this to class*

Outcomes
Ability to ask
for what is
wanted to hosi
ery.
Ability to judge
the quality of
a pair of stock
ings*
Knowledge of the
common terms
used in the
hosiery business*
Ability to pro
long life of
stockings by pro
per care*

Materials and References
“Better Buymanship - No.
24 - Hosiery"

Kansas State College Bul
letin No* 9 pp* 25-27
Rathbone and Tarpleys
“Fabrics and Dress" pp*
119-122

Ryans "Your Clothes and )
Personality" pp* 142145
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Pupil Aims

2.

3.
4.

Outcomes

1. A feeling of pride in
Problem 8.
carefully repaired
How can I take care
To learn how to make
clothing.
of my own mending prob
simple repairs on cloth
2. Ability to take care
lems?
ing, in order to pro
of personal mending,
long its life, and to
and to help with the
Activities.
improve its appearance*
1. Discuss articles most
family mending.
To learn to be well
likely to need mend
groomed in regard to
ing*
care of clothing.
2. Bring in articles
To be more independent
needing mending, such
in the care of clothing.
as straps to be sewed,
To relieve mother of
seams that are ripped,
one of her many tasks.
torn hems, snags,
torn pockets, snaps,
buttons, etc.
2 Lessons (1 week)

1.

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Materials and References
Miller, Laitem, Cook:
"Clothing Units” pp.
9-21.

Van Gilder: "From Thimble
to Gown” pp. 141-144
Ryan: "Your Clothes aid
Personality” pp. 287290

Rathbone and Tarpley:
"Fabrics and Dress" pj>
351-357

UNIT II - LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES
8 Lessons (4 weeks)

Pupil Aims
4 Lessons - November
(Remaining work to be dons
outside, with check-ups
in class)*

1. To learn how to knit,
for pleasure.
2. To be able to make a
gift for mother for
Christmas.
3. To be able to use
leisure time to better
advantage•

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 1.
I would like to be able
to knit. How is it dons?
I should like to make an
inexpensive gift for mother
for Christmas.

Activities.
1. Learn, through practice,
how to cast on, knit,
purl, do stockinette,
and ribbing, and to cast
off.
2. Make a pot holder, face
cloth, triangular kerchief,
or other simple article
in keeping with ability,
time, and money available.

Outcomes
1. A new way to
spend leisure
time.
2. A gift for
mother, that
represents time,
effort, and
thoughtfulness •
3. For some, the
beginning of
a hobby.

Materials and References

Ryans “Your Clothes and
Personality” pp. 26927/1
Booklets from Woolworth’s,
and yarn stores.

Finished articles of knit
ting.

Mounted samples of essen
tial knitting stitches

Pupil Aims
1 Lesson
(To be done outside of
school - started in Fall)

1. To learn to select suitable movies*
2* To avoid movies not recoinmended for children*
3* To become interested in
leisure time activities
other than movies*

Pupil Problems
and Activities

Problem 2*
1 am limited in the
number of movies I can
afford to see* 'Which
ones are really good
ones for children?
Activities.
1. Elect a committee to
serve as a month, to
look up in Parents’
Magazine the rating
of movies being given
in town each week.
2. Post notices of the
rating in bulletins
of Grades VII, VIII,
and Homemaking rooms*
3* If possible, suggest
other activities when
movies are poor choices*

Outcomes

Materials and References

1. Information regarding suitability of movies
being shown.
2* Realization that
movies are not
always a wise use
of leisure time.
3. Possibly, better
use of leisure,
and more careful
spending of
money.

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family” pp.
312-320

Justin and Rust:
Living” 259-266

"Home
.

Coss: "Girls and Their
Problems" pp. 62-64

Pupil Aims
3 Lessons
(2 before Hallowe’en and
1 before Valentine’s)
1. To realize that a suc
cessful party requires
careful planning.
2. To realize that the suc
cess of a party is not
necessarily measured by
the amount of money
spent.
3. To acquire suggestions
that will help make any
party enjoyable to every
one.
4. To carry out suggestions
by giving parties at
school.
5. To collect suggestions
from all possible sources
for games, stunts, favors,
etc.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 3.
What can I do to en
tertain friends at
parties that will be
fun, be inexpensive,
and perhaps unusual?

Activities.
1. Keep a class scrap
book with suggestions
for favors, parties,
games, stunts, etc.
This will be avail
able to any class
member wanting sug
gestions.
2. Discuss parties at
tended by various
class members, where
everyone has had a
good time.
3. Make a list of the
essential character
istics of a success
ful party.
4. Plan and give a
Hallowe’en party and
a Valentine party for
members of your class
using all the means
possible to make it
a success.

Outcomes
1. Ability to plan
parties at home
more success
fully.
2. A definite list
of suggestions
for successful
entertaining that
could apply to
any season or to
any type of party.
3. More originality
in leisure time
activities.
4. Two parties that
are fun, and that
help the girls
see how the plans
can be executed.

Materials and References
Justin and Rust: ’’Home
Living” pp. 266-274
Trilling and Nicholas:
’’The Girl and Her Home”
p. 357

Pamphlets from Dennison
Mfg. Co.

UNIT III - FOODS

32 Lessons (16 weeks)

Pupil Aims
6 Lessons (Early Fall)
Note: Experiments on causes
of food spoilage are done in
Science Class.
1. To learn how to can foods
at home.
2. To understand why home
canned foods sometimes
spoil.
3. To compare home canned
and commercially canned
products in regard to
time9 cost, and satis
factions derived.
4. To understand the merits
and use of the pressure
canner.
5. To become able to can by
three methods.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 1.
What methods of food pre
servation can we learn that
can be used at home without
expensive equipment?

Outcomes

1. Understanding
of the factors
that should
influence the
advisability of
home canning.
Activities.
2. Ability to can
1. Discuss value of preserv
foods by open
ing foods at all.
kettle, cold
2. Discuss methods used at
pack, and hot
home.
pack methods.
3. Study other methods. Learn
3. An understand
the advantages and disad
ing of the com
vantages of each.
parative values
4. Learn by observation and
of home-canned
practice the cold paok,
versus commer
hot pack, and open kettle
cially canned
methods of canning, and
foods.
under what circumstances
4. Knowledge of
each would be used.
the causes and
5. Observe demonstration of
prevention of
use of pressure canner.
spoilage in
6. Compare results of the dif
canning.
ferent methods as to time,
5. A realization
economy, and appearance and
that a commer
taste of finished product.
cially canned
7. Compare home canned foods
product is often
with similar commercially
superior to a
canned products, as to
home canned pro
flavor, appearance and cost.
duct.
8. Decide whether or not home
canning is advisable from
point of view of time, cost,
and satisfaction.

Materials and References

Van Bushkirk and Smith:
"Workbook for the
Science of Everyday
Life” pp. 76-79
Justin, Rust, Vail:
”Foods” pp. 466-482

Graves and Ott: "Your
Home and Family” p.
237
Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
”The Family’s Food” pp.
363, 604-606

Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp.
371-379, 508-509

Pupil Aims

1 Lesson

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 2.
What information will
help me to purchase the
desired size, quality,
and grade of canned goods
desired?

1. To be able to get the
desired product -when
buying canned goods.
2. To know the amounts
present in different
size cans.
Activities.
3. To understand what is
1. Study labels from can
meant by the terms used
ned goods to find the
to indicate quality.
descriptive terms used,
4. To know to what extent
e.g., "fancy,” "choice,"
to rely on bargain sales.
etc.
2. Find from books what
these terms mean.
3. Study labels to find
what information is
given as to size of can
or amount contained.
4. Consult books and pam
phlets to find standard
sizes, and for what
types of foods each
size is used.
5. Look at model cans, and
find out the different
interior finishes. Find
the reason for the dif
ferences.
6. Discuss the dangers and
the values of bargain
i
sales of canned goods.
7. Plan and make booklets to
take home, that will help
you and the family when
buying canned goods.

Outcomes
1. Ability to inter
pret information
found on labels.
2. More careful se
lection of canned
goods.
3. An appreciation
of the scientific
control of com
mercial canning.
4. Caution in purchase
of canned goods on
sale.
5. Ability to select
the size most suited
to the need.

Materials and References
Graves and Ott: "your
Home and Family" pp.
238-240
Justin, Rust, Vail:
"Foods" pp. 440-446

Pamphlets and Model Set
of Cans from Arne rican
Can Co.
Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp.
372-373

Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’s Food" pp.
320-326

Pupil Aims
2 Lessons (1 week)

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 3.
What foods are used for
luncheons and suppers?
What is the relation of this
meal to the other two?

1* To recall the classes of
foods, and their use to
the body.
2. To be able to plan mealB
that incorporate the
Activities.
daily food requirements.
1. Review by a quiz and by
3. To find out the types of
guessing games
(a) the classes of foods.
foods in which skills need
(b) the contribution of
to be learned, in order
to prepare luncheons.
foods.
(c) the use of foods in
the body.
2. Review the daily food re
quirements, and divide
these into three meals.
3. Plan a variety of foods
for each meal that will
meet these daily require
ments .
4. Select the different
types of foods listed for
luncheons and suppers,
and use these as a basis
for practice lessons to
precede the giving of
luncheons.

Materials and References
Outcomes
Andress, Goldberger,
1. A thorough re
Hallock: "Doing Your
view of the
Best for Health" pp. 54classes and
88
uses of foods.
2. Ability to in
Pfaffman and Stern:
terpret daily
"Foods and Your Body."
requirements
into daily
Andress, Goldberger,
menus.
Hallock: "Building
3. Understanding
Good Health" pp. 22of the types of
64
skills needed
in the prepara
tion of luncheon Andress, Goldberger,
Hallock: "The Healthy
dishes.
Home and Community" pp.
82-99

Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’s Food" pp.
26-46

Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp.
156-157
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Pupil Aims

Pupil Problems
and Activities

16 Lessons (8 weeks)

Problem 4.
How do I prepare the
1. To understand the under
foods
to be used in
lying principles of cook
luncheons
and suppers?
ing foods of different

2.

5.

4.

5.

types.
To learn basic recipe
methods and to be able
to produce variations.
To understand the ’■whys’
and ’hows* of cookery.
To become able to- per
form kitchen routines
more easily, and in
shorter time than for
merly.
To develop high stand
ards for the selection
of foods.

Activities.
1. keeping the daily re
quirements in mind,
prepare foods that
will contribute each
essential factor.
Locate each in the
daily plan, e. g.
whether a dessert,
entrde, salad, etc.
2. As skill is develop
ed, prepare more
than one food in a
lesson, each group
planning her time
and work carefully.

Outcomes
1. A thorough under
standing of ways
of including all.
of the daily re
quirements in the
day’s menu.
2. Skill in the prep
aration of different
types of foods.
3. Increased ability in
the use of time, and
equipment.
4. Increased ability to
work in the kitchen
efficiently and ef
fectively.
5. A desire to use
better standards for
meal planning at
home.

Materials and References
Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" Ch. I
-XV
Graves and Otts "Your
Home and Family" pp.
155-214

Justin, Rust, Vail:
"Foods" pp. 19-288
Lamian, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’s Food"
pp. 103-305
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Pupil Aims
1 Lesson.

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 5*
■What factors not yet
learned are involved in
the planning of a luncheon?

1. To find out what fac
tors besides nutrition
enter into the planning
of meals*
Activities*
2* To be able to plan satis 1. Study two contrasting
factory meals for either
menus that have been put
home or school*
on the board. Find why
3. To became more keenly in
one appeals more than
terested in the daily
the other (color, tex
food intake*
tures, temperatures)
2* List the factors neces
sary for luncheon plan
ning, that were gained
here.
3* Study monthly menus from
American Cookery. Find
in what ways the winter
and summer menus differ
greatly (foods in season)
4. Discuss what differences
would be found in the
menus for the family of
a day laborer and a store
president (cost, hearti
ness).
5* List other factors that
might enter in (age,
religion, preferences,
etc.)
6* Keeping all factors in
mind, plan a day’s menu
for the class*

Outcomes

1. A knowledge of the
factors besides
nutrition that
must be consider
ed in order to
plan satis factory
meals•
2* Ability to plan
menus on a basis
of the day as one
nutritional unite
3. Interest in using
menu planni ng in
formation at
home*

Materials and References
Baileys "Meal Planning
and Table Service”

Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods” pp.
152-154
Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’s Food"
pp. 12-17, 26-45, 4669, 283-301

Justin, Rust, Vail:
"Foods" p* 39
Menus from "American
Cookery" magazines
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Pupil Aims

2 Lessons (1 week)
1. To be able to make and
use a work schedule for
getting meals, in order
to have all work done
on time*
2. To know the correct plac
ing of linen, silver,
and glassware*
3. To be able to set the
table and serve in a
manner that could be
adopted for home use*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 6 A*
lWhat factors must be
considered in order to
prepare and serve the
luncheon of our day’s
menu?
Activities *
1. Discuss how mother
would proceed if she
had a luncheon to
get for company.
2* Realizing the need
for help with table
setting and service,
take time to learn
the necessary proced
ures before going on
with plans
(a) Set the table as
it will be for
the luncheon*
(b) Elect waitress,
hostess, etc*
(c) Practice serving
an imaginary meal.
3* As a group, try to list
the divisions of the
work, and make plans
for each girl to assume
a share in it*
4. Submit plans to teacher
for approval, and then
proceed, taking full re
sponsibility for the

Outcomes

1. Ability to carry
out the many pro
cedures involved
in the getting of
an entire meal.
2. Appreciation of
the work and plan
ning involved in
meal-getting at
home*
A desire to help
lighten mother’s
work by helping
with the prepara
tion and serving
of meals*
Ability to set a
table, and serve
a meal correctly*

Materials and References
Bailey: “Meal Planning
and Table Service”

Leaf:
Fun"

"Manners Can Be

Large photographs from
"Meal Planning and Table
Service"
Pictures of table set
tings from magazines.
Lanman, McKay, Zuill:
"The Family’8 Food" pp*
368-404, 283-305

Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp. 310323
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Pupil Aims
1. To be able to extend
true hospitality to
guests*
2* To learn how to introduce people and how
to acknowledge introductions*
3. To learn something of
the art of conversation#
4. To become thoughtful for
the welfare and happi
ness of others•

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 6 B.
What thoughtfulness
on our part will contribute to the enjoyment of our guests at
the luncheon?

Activities*
1. Discussion of dinners or suppers to
which girls have
gone that have been
fun. Try to dis
cover the reason.
2. Diseuss desirable
topics of conversa
tion, and how they
might be started*
3. Discussion of com
mon courtesies that
should be incon
spicuously extended
to guests*
4. Make plans for being
excellent hostesses
at the luncheon*

Outcomes

1. Ability to make
guests feel at
home*
2. Knowledge of the
obligations of
the hostess, and
the guests at
luncheons*
3. Ease in the performance of simpie courtesies
and manners*
4. Thoughtfulness
for the happiness
of others*

Materials and References
Goodrich: "Living With
Others" pp. 1-114

Harris and Lacey:
"Everyday Foods" pp. 297309
Miller, Friant, Turner:
"Beginning Foods" pp.
45-58

•

Pupil Aims
4 Lessons (2 weeks)
Rehearsals outside school
hours*

Pupil Problems
and Activities
Problem 7.
How can I help same
of the other people in
my school to benefit
from information I have
gained in Homemaking
Classes?

1. To bring to the attention
of other people important
information gained in
hamemaking class that will
be useful for them to know* Activities.
2* To help others realize the 1. Make plans to drama
tize a part of the
value of our homemaking
information learned
course*
about nutrition, or
3* To make our course mean
manners,
or social
more to us by dramatizing
courtesies,
etc* as
parts of it for others*
an assembly program
for the school*
2* Use enough illustra
tive material so
that the smallest
children can under
stand it, and enough
facts so that the
older people can bene
fit from it.
3* Make necessary cos
tumes, posters, etc*,
as leisure time
activities.
4. Invite mothers write invitations as
a part of the English
class work*

Outcomes
1. Public interest in
the homemaking
course*
2. Dispersal of valu
able homemaking in
formation to other
people*
3* Increased learning
on the part of the
pupils through
dramati z at i on.

Materials and References

Suggestions and articles
in various editions of
"Forecast,” "Practical
Home Economics," "What’s
New in Home Economics"
and. "Hygeia"
Practical Home Economics:
"Home Economics Plays"

Gillum Book Co.: "Plays
With A Purpose" and
"More Plays With A Pur
pose"
Maltex Cereal Cos
advertising materials.
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Summary of Course in Homemaking for Grade VIII

Artic les to be made
1 school dress

1 knit article (gift)

Clothing processes to be learned
Use of commercial patterns

Decorative finishes for dresses
Making of plackets
Setting in sleeves
Seam finishes

Turning of hems

Other accomplishments related to clothing
1* Ability to select becoming lines and colors
2« Ability to judge the suitability of clothes to the occasion
and to the wearer

3. Knowledge of materials suitable for school dresses
4. Knowledge of textile information available in stores and ftom
labels

5* Ability to choose commercial pattern wisely
6* Ability to wash and iron a school dress
7. Some ability to purchase a ready-made school dress
8. Ability to buy and care for silk stockings and socks
y

9. Ability to care for personal mending problems*
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Accomplishments in leisure time activities

1. Ability to knit for pleasure
2* Help in the selection of good movies

3* Some ability to plan successful low-cost parties for friends.

Accomplishments in Foods

1. Ability to can foods by three methods
2. Ability to buy canned foods intelligently

3' Skill in the preparation of different types of foods used for
luncheons
4. Ability to plan menus incorporating the daily requirements*
and in keeping with the rules for menu planning
5. Ability to prepare and serve a simple luncheon within a reason
able time

6. Ability to work in a kitchen neatly, skillfully, and efficiently
7. Some ability as a hostess, guest, and waitress.
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